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JOHN WOOLMAN On Pilgrimage-Our Spring Appeal
A Chapter from
Ammon Hennacy's last book

John Woolman, the quiet One Man
Revolution, was born at Racocas, New
Jersey, October 19, 1720, and died of
smallpox in York, England,· October 7,
1772. He was a friend or the Negro
and the Indian, a refuser or taxes for
war, and a moderate advocate or the
simple life.
John Woolman took a short cut that
is available to his time and to all of
us today. It is so simple that it is generally forgotten. It is founded upon the
principle of what Krishna said to
Arjuna in the Bhagavad Gita, "Be not
concerned with the fruits of action."
In other words, do not be concerned
whether the Party, or the Church, or
your neighbors, or Society at large will
pay any attention to you or not, but
do your thing, yourself. This action
presumes that the person doing it must
be really humble and dignified. Reginald Raynolds tells of Woolman in this
respect, "True dignity is never arrogant
and true humility is never contemptible
. . . A really humble person cannot be
humiliated . ..his dignity is preserved
by his humility."
The secular radical of today would
be hard put to read Woolman's Journal,
which was published after his death.
He would class him as an "innocent,"
one of that very small portion of the
human race, who in Ireland would talk
with the "little folk," and who at the
time of st. Francis would preach to the
animals, tame the wolf of Gubbio, and
speak of Father Sun. But Woolman
would be understood by that aged
Quaker lady in Detroit, and the young
Quaker Norman Morrison of Baltimore,
who immolated themselves in mingled
hope and frustration because or the
senseless war in Viet Nam. And ·the
catholic Roger La Porte, who died in
the same manner, would have read his
Journal avidly.
Historians have said that Harding
was in some part elected President because he in his high hat and noble
physique looked so much like a President should look. Somehow nature does
that strange thing of producing a
wizened Gandhi, and the midget John
Woolman, to accomplish what th~ political "stuffed shirts" never thmk of
doing. Whittier describes Woolman.
"His personal appearance was in remarkable keeping with his eccentric
life. A figure only four-and-a-half foot
high, hunchbacked with ·projecting
chest, legs small and uneven; arms
longer than his legs, a huge head,
showing only beneath his enormous
white hat, large solemn eyes, and a
prominent nose, the rest of ~is face
covered with a snowy semi-cucle of
hair falling low on his breast." This in
a day when few men grew beards. Be- ,
cause dyes were produced by slaves,
during . the last ten years of his life
he wore ungainly homespun cl-Othing,
untanned shoes, and a white beaver
hat which at that time was only worn
by dandies.
As a certifi'ed visiting "minister" of
the Quakers he went in every state
where there were slaves and spoke
against slavery. In the last year of
his life he went to the Meeting of
Friends in London, where the. rich
bankers and merchants attended. He
presented his credentials from Mt.
Holly, Pennsylvania. What audience
but would laugh at this · gnome?
Was he from another planet? The
clerk read his credentials and Dr. John
Fothergill arose and coldly suggested,
"that perhaps the stranger Friend
might feel that his dedication of himself to this apprehended service was
accepted, without further labour, and
(Continued on page 10)

Turm Uncedainty to Re6olution:

A CRY TO RESIST
By GERALD C. MONTESANO
over nine months ago, a group of
about ten of us stood silently in the
icy wind that blows in front of -the
Federal Building in San Francisco.
One voice loudly cried out the names
of those Americans who have died in
Vietnam. The rest of us stood holding
signs or passing out leaflets urg_ing
noncooperation with the draft and
taxes.
.
After having spent several hours m
front of the Federal Building we began
slowly moving away to another part
of the city, the voice still crying out.
Thrne men in suits stopped the man
I was walking . with. They said they
were from the press and asked if he
were Randy Kehler. He said yes. I started to walk on when suddenly I heard
Jane, his wife, shout, "They are arresting him!" I turned to see Randy sitting on the ground with two of the
"press men" grabbing him by the arms.
Jane and her friend Judy both grabbed
on to Randy. One of the men shouted
that they were from the FBI and that
he would arrest the girls unless they
let go. Pandemonium broke loose. Jane
and Judy were shouting for help. While
strugglng with the girls, the FBI men
were threatening to arrest the rest of
us if we interfered. Randy was demanding why he was belng arrested
and received no answer.
I stood there in total confusion. I
felt I should help but I did not want
to be arrested. When the FBI men
almost succeeded ln separating the
women from Randy, my concern for

him took control. ~ jumped to the
ground and grabbed Randy around the
waist. This interference distracted the
FBI men and allowed the women to
get a new hold on Randy. A new struggle ensued. Unable to regain their superior po~itlon, the FBI men repeated
their threats to arrest us. Finally, in
exasperation, one of the FBI men
kicked me in the ribs. Randy looked
him in the eye and said, "You didn't
have to do that." All action stopped.
Randy asked me how I was. He told
't he FBI men that he didn't wish his
friends hurt and that he would go with
them. I was deeply moved by his concern for . us. The decision •I had been
pondering for several weeks was made
at that moment. The next day I typed
out the following letter and malled it
to my draft board.
Dear Board Members:
I would like to share some thoughts
with you, For several years I have been
looking for the basic truths upon which
men can live their lives In peace. I
have made a discovery. That discovery ls the truth that all men are brothers.
When we look at our brothers, we
find that some are rich and some are
poor. Two thirds of our brothers
throughout the world !Ive in hunger.
Many brothers within our own country are oppressed because of their
skin. Because many of our brothers
are forced to live in these conditions
degrading to their humanity, they grow
· (Continued on page 11)

By DOROTHY DAY
"Now delights the virgin in dance/
and young men and old together.II
tum their mourning into joy, I console
and gladden their woe/ I refresh the
souls of the priests with · delight/and
my people are filled with my good
things." ·
Who would know that the above ls
Jeremiah speaking, the prophet who advocated nonviolence, indeed appeasement, and was thrown into a noisome _
prison for his plans? I am writing this
on a brilliant spring day, with the sun
shining gloriously and three little children playing on the lawn in front of
the old house at Tivoli. As I look out of
the window I see Dan wandering up the
road to the house. Dan was brought up
here as a child when this place was an
extension of an orphanage in Yonkers,
a camp in summer and an agricultural
school. He loves the place so much, his
roots are here, so he has taken over an
unused corner of the old mansion, where
he sleeps. Already in April there are a
dozen people living in the mansion,
several of whom lived there through
the winter without plumbing or heating.
It meant a great deal of wood chopping
for all. Dan takes his meals out, even in
cold weather, and eats under the trees
in some spot sheltered from the cutting
spring winds. He washes the pots in the
kitchen and there ls never a word out
of him. Three other men of the road
are with us, and there are two silent
hermits whom we seldom see though
they have been with us for years.
One of the new men who came re•
cently had worked with us ·fifteen years
ago at the farm we had near Newburgh.
Another had been with Louis Murphy
at the Detroit house and the farm at
South Lyons, Michigan. Mothers and
babies, young and old, students on the
road from California to New York and
back again, during "Vacations, two of
them staying with us because they can't
afford the expensive housing hereabouts.
When I consider our Catholic Worker houses and farms, I think of George
-Orwell's Road to Wigan Pier and Down
and out in Paris and London where pe
speaks of the need for_decent hospitals
in the city and places on the land where
men could plant a garden and raise some
of their own food. Communes, yes, but
communes for the poor, for the down
and out.
·
Priests talk of loneliness. Of course
everyone needs a family. The famlly is
the basic unit of society. Cardinal Terence Cooke recommends that the rich
parishes help the poor ones, and
wouldn't it be a good idea If our cities
were dotted with houses of hospitality,
strategically placed between the rich
and the poor, with priests living in them
with such a ready-made family, made
up of young and old, mothers with babies, students with problems-and who
doesn't have problems? It's the way
· we learn. And of course in connection
with such city houses there could be
communes in the country.
May Day Issue
With this May Day issue of the Catholic Worker, which is an anniversary
issue since we sold the first issue of the
(Continued on page 2)
HENNACY ISSUE
AVAILABLE

Several thous a ·n d additional
copies of the Feb. 1970 Catholic
Worker, the memorial edition for
Ammon Hennacy, are still available.
U you care to have additional
copies for yourself or friends, please
drop us a card. Groups are en-couraged to do likewise.
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ON PILGRIMAGE
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(Continued
p1per on May Day, 1933, I'd like to reatfirm my belief in the non-violence
of poverty, chastity, and obedience as
a means of achieving our ends as far as
we can achieve them in this world. Of
course I believe in working for the here
and now, and not a pie in the sky. st.
Catherine of Siena said, "All the way
to heaven ls heaven, since Jesus . said,
'I am the Way.'" When the disciples
came down from the mountain after the
Transfiguration, "they saw only Jesus."
You love God only as much as the one
you love the least. That takes some
pondering. Maxwell Bodenheim once
said in one of his poems, which he used
to declaim to all who would listen in
the old vlllage days.~ "I know not ugliness/it is a mood
which has forsaken me."
Ot course we know suffering. To love
ls to suffer, but to love is joy. One
should read that mysterious book by
Georges Bernanos called Joy.
Appeal, Appeal
Ed Forand and Walter Keren, who
are our steady "responsibles,'' have been
at the Spring Street, Chrystie Street,
and now the First Street homes for
the iast ten years, in charge of o1Jice
and funds and ordering of paper and
supplies. They initiate most of tpe
things, including begging food at the
Hunts Point market, which the students and volunteers take up and carry
on. And they are the ones who beg
me to write the appeal this month
"for the front page, so that everyone
will read it-not the second page as
we usually do. We don't want to mail
out an appeal-It costs too much: three
thousand dollars."
We used to use n e w s pr in t for
paper, and our printer did the job,
not mechanically, but putting his heart
Into it. In the e a r 1 y days, when
he sent the bill the bookkeeper wrote,
'·Pray-and pay.'' I was glad they got
the point; that prayer should precede
action. I pray before I write an appeal, before an "On Pilgrimage" too.
One ot my grandchildren once talked
ot . "honeybums," and when I mentioned it, Marge Hughes said that one
of her children used to talk ot the
"bread-lions.'' Lou Murphy's daughter,
Shella, as a child, said solemnly, ''.Bum
is a bad word. We don't say it in our
house.''
Some of the students going home
for ·Easter vacation were wondering
how the work at First Street would
get along with so many of the young
ones away. I reassured them most joyfully. The Catholic Worker b.as carried on for years and in many a crisis
and through the Second World War
by the work of men among the "breadlions." Those men who h,a ve come to
us and made up our family in many
of our houses in different cities over
the years have kept things going. "Personal responsibility" .is not a cliche.
"What Js it a.II abou~. ~his Catholic
Worket mayement?"-so many ask us
~his question by ma~ or in person; ,
there are s~ . ma,ny peQple, pea ting a
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EASY ESSAYS
By PETER MAURIN (1877-1949)
CHRISTIANITY UNTRIED
Chesterton says:
"The Christian ideal
has not been tried ·
and found wantin&".
It has been found difficult
and left untried."
Christianity has not been tried
because people thourht
it was impractical
And· men have tried everythin&'
except Christianity.
And everything
that men have tried
has failed.
WHAT THE CATHOLIC WORKER
BELIEVES
The Catholic Worker helieTell
in the rentle personalism
of traditional Catholicism,
The Catholic Worker believes
in the personal obliration
of looking after
the needs of our brother.
The Catholic Worker believes
in the daily practice
of the works of mercy.
The Catholic Worker be~ns
in houses of hospitality
for the immediate relief
of those who are in need.
The Catholic Worker believes
in the establishment
of farming communes
where each one works
according to his ability
and rets
according to his need.
The Catholic Worker believes
in creating a new society
within the shell of the old
with the philosophy of the new,
which is not a new philosophy
but a very old philosophy,
a philosophy so old
that it looks like new.

and '1!eltered

at a personal sacrifice
and the Pagans
said about the Christians:
"See how they love each other."
Today the poor- are fed, clothed,
apd sheltered
by the. · politicians
at the expense
of the taxpayers.
And because the poor
are no longer
fed, clothed, and sheltered
at . a personal sacrifice
ltut at the· expense
ol the taxpayers
Pagans say about Christian~:
"See how they pass the buck."
. WHAT. THE UNEMPLOYED NEED
The un.e mployed
need free rent;
they can have that
on a Farming Commune.
The unemployed
need free food; ·
they can raise that
on a Farming Commune.

from page 1)
path to our door. I usually try to
The unemployed
explain it in simple terms. "We are
need lree fuel;
a school not only for the students,
they can cut that
the young, who come to us, but for
on a Farming Commune.
all of us. We are also a house of hospitality, for worker, for scholar, for
The unemployed
young and for old. There are racists,
need to acquire skiU;
patriots in both the good and the bad
they can do that
sense, nihilists, anarchists and socialists. There are alcoholics. An agency
on a Fanning Commune.
nearby tried to send one over to us
for care and when we explained that
The unemployed
personal responsibility also meant that
need to improve
each one of us should take on the
their minds;
burdens encountered, the worker rethey can do that
plied, "I thought you specialized in
on a Farming Commune.
that sort of thing." The New York
PASSING THE BUCK
Times usually identifies us as people
The unemployed
In the first centuries
who run some kind of a mission on
need spiritual guidance;
the Bowery. The Dally News, more disof Christiani'7
they can have that
the poor were fed, clothed,
cerning for once, looked us squarely in
on a Farmlq Commune.
the eye and identified us as a group
of pacifist-anarchists.
Love One Another
But what we really are, and try to
be In all the Catholic Worker houses
around the country, is a family-and
gentleness and loving kini:iness is the
prevailing mood. The other day Chris
' us, Spring has arrived. We are worked taking the census. Some of the
was on hand in the basement room
For
where the "bread-lions" were waiting surrounded by the teeming life which men may not see a season till Winter
for soup and one pulled a knife on comes with the warmer weather, the or longer. They are cruelly detained.
another. "Put it away!" Chris's voice longer days, the early morning roof-top No light reaches their cells but through
bird chatter, and the watermelons we a tiny window far above them. They
now get from the market. Someone sleep 4 in a cell along with numerous
brought fresh datrodils for Mary; rats and bugs. Some have been inside
workers Harry, Connie and Kathleen f6r months, years, and do not know
can often be seen taking in the sun why or have forgotten. The guards in
outside the house with John McMullen charge ate either cruel or indifferent.
alter. a hard morning's work; Smokey, There is a special section for the "very
too, sits outside now at different hours dangerous.'' These are small cages and
1n the day, the frultstands along 1st the men are allowed out but once a
Avenue are crowded with people morn- . week for a shower. The other prisoning and afternoon eager to purchase ers are ~Jlowed limited recreation but
was strong enough so that we could fresh fruits-oranges, tomatoes, pears,' within a maze of cells and crowded
hear it upstairs. "All the men have bananas, lettuces, everything (though conditions that would be damaging to
knives," Mary Galligan, who ·sits be- we hope not grapes); the open-air animals 1n a zoo. I ·assume the Womhind the desk from eight to four every stands we pass on the way to the meat en's Detention house is not any better,
day, said calmly. There ls liquor and market are thronged with buyers !or
In The House of the Dead, Dostoyevthere are drugs. The young ones are e~erything from candy to shoelaces. On . sky expresses great joy upon being algenerally under the inftuence, in a East 3rd street the local community lowed to go outside to work after the
leaping, laughing state as they come held the first block party of the season, first thaw. And upon seeing the first
in to eat. But they are all hungry, and the children painted pictures of robin
·Of Spring, he's overcome with
black and white together, young and ships, trees, flowers, themselves and nature's
beauty. Here is the joy found
where
they
live,
on
the
faces
of
their
old, and the soup is good. I often wonin
daily
living, in the miracle of each
der if they read the beatitudes which buildings. And way over 1n the West
day lived-which we have here but
Rob lettered on the· white stone wall Village the People's Pier opened- which
is cruelly denied to those in
or if they look at the cross, a bit on where friends relax and watch the
other
places.
David Miller perhaps felt
the .slant, which Jimmy, who has a ships go by or just feel close to the
this joy upon being released from prisbeautiful African hair-do, painted on water and its eternal movement.
For others, Spring means little or ls on in April and returning to life with
the wall, black with a black Christ,
patt
of their eternal hell. The grape his family.
an unself-conscious primitive.
The freshest news at First Street 1s
I wonder how many of our readers boycott is still on as Andy Imutan,
have read Knut Hamsun's book head of the New York grape boycott, that Italian Mike has come home. How
Hunger. Or remember the incident in reminded us at a stirring Friday night· good and refreshing it is to see him
James Baldwin's Another Country meeting. Two of our workers, Harry out of the hospital. His legs are much
where a young lad almost sells himself Woods and newcomer Greg Shepherd, better and he's looking well. His only
for a not meal, and a place to sleep. are daily picketing Gristedes Markets, complaint about the hospital is he did
Judge Not
·
a stubborn holdout which still sells not get enough to eat. He's eating
There is a statue on top of my book- grapes. Harry and Greg have been heartily now. Welcome home, Mike.
case which a young boy whom we harassed and the police been called,
Chris Montesano, here just a month,
took care of some years ·back, gave but they are not so easily intimidated. has been discovering how fast the subme. He had lived this life of the streets. The · farm workers are in need. Harry ways are and how difficult it can be to
To preve.n t such things, even for a time, and Greg will persist. Gristedes can- act C~ri~tia~ all tJ.le time, under all
is some~hing, I. F. Stone in his recent not hold out if we all apply· the pres- kinds of pressure. At times, it is very
Weekly · commenting on the bomb sure.
hard living- . here, and the pressure
tragedy on Eleventh street, said, "Man
There is no Spring • at the · Men's builds and builds until we want to ex'
<Continu~d· on.•page . 11)
House of Detention where · I r.ecently plode. But it' is all a part of the d&il:V
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Farmen Agairut B-52'•1

STRUGGLE AT IEJIMA ISLAND
Br WAYNE RAYA.Sm

The United States military refer to
Okinawa aa the "keystone ot the Paclllc." It serves as a nuclear-weapon
staging area for the Far East and an
advanced base for dally bombing raids
over Vietnam. Mammoth mllitary
bases, a hundred and seventeen in all,
bristling with Nike-Hercules, Ha.wk,
and Mac-B missiles as well as B-52
bombers, can ·be found all over Okinawa.
The country is under United States
military. control. A Lieutenant General
of the United States Army serves as
High Commissioner of the Ryukyu Islands (the largest of which is Okinawa)
armed with the power to kill any bills
passed by the legislature. He can also
appoint or remove anyone from office
Including the popularly elected Chief
Executive and even the Chief Justice.
Iejima Island is one of sixty-odd
small islands in the Pacific Ocean that
make up Okinawa. More than half of
Iejima is occupied by the· American
military (its population, including the
American
military
personnel,
is
seventy-two hundred ) and for fifteen
yeara the people of this tiny island
have been ~aging a militant, nonvio-

lent struggle against the oppressive
rule of the military.
In 1953, the first United States "expedition" came to Iejima. The omcers
told the inhabitants that they were
just "looking around." A year later
they returned and began taking over
farm land for use as artillery target
areas. Feeling betrayed, the villagers
organized and · began a classic nonviolent campaign, which included everything from sitting down and blocking
troop convoys to offering the troops
fresh eggs and talking to them on a
human level.
Ahajun Shoko who is a leader of the
struggle, and a delegation of his fellow
farmers began to travel about to make
their plight known and gain support
for their campaign. One of their
trips was a VJ.st to Ryukyu University
to talk with the president. ·Afte·r hearing of their problems, the educator
told the farmers that he wolild like to
help them, but that since it was
a political matter they should see the
politicians. Shoko told him that the
people did not trust the politicians.
After a pause, the university preside;nt
suggested tl;lat if they waited a few
years, the Zengakuren student moveJllent might become powerful enough·

to help them. Shoko shook his head
and said, "The students should stay tn
class and study. It is the professors,
who profess the truth (or what they
say ls the truth) who must actively
join our struggle."
He went on to point out that farmers and professors had a great deal in
common: "The only difference ls that
we cultivate land, while you cultlvate
young minds. Other than that, it is
the same thing, working with fertile
soil to bring up a beautiful crop whether of food or of ideas. So our
struggle must be your struggle." With
this simple and yet powerful argument
he changed the university president's
mind.
When the United States military began to appl:v. economic pressure, some
farmers sold their land. But the money
they received in compensation was
inadequate and they were soon reduced
to begging. Many old people and chll-.
dren turned to searchlrig for the brass
from bullets in the artillery target
areas in o.rder to live. So far, 38 chlldren have been shot while. tcylng #to
subsist in this way..
·The body of a twenty-eight-¥ear-old
Okinawan was found ln the confines of
an American military compound. He

had been tortured to death. The reason
for this atrocity is unknown . He had
trespassed on government ~1rop ~r ty,
but why was he tortured? Why murdered?
·
Eventually a seventy-three-year-old
great grandfather named Nozato
Takematsu, who had been reduced to
the pitiful condition of collecting bullets and begging, decided to protest. He
went to the capital city of Naha and
brought his people's grievances to the
attention of the Ryukyu government.
When the government failed to respond, Nozato lead a one-year march
around Okinawa. As he marched, he
ied the singing of protest folk songs
and played his shamisen (a banjo-like
Japanese instrument). People listened
to Nozato's songs and the struggle of
the Iejima Islanders became publicized
throughout Okinawa and also in mainland Japan.
' Today the struggle begun ln 1954
continues, led by the hard-core group
ot a hundred and forty-three families
who have refused to inove. Their land
is situated right inside a United States
Air Force base. The soil is dry and the
main crop is peanuts. The peanut fields
are right next to the B-52 runways.
(Continued on page 11)

Helder Camara-·Bishop of Development
By PATRICK JORDAN

Helder Camara is a small man of
interminable motion, Archbishop· of
.

_
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ing, poverty-stricken Northeast. As a
man of 11-ction he is considered the
champion of the poor and the favelas,
one of the government's most effective adversaries, a 1::hristian man who
has made it his vocation to share in
the creation of a new Third World.
A man of su1fering who believes his
~llilJ .Jlllllbe
~,.
o~:
~- o
.. , a .
bea~
himself the ctoss and its marks.
As a man finely tuned to others, his
very slightness draws his whole 5 feet
4, 120 pounds futo the event of meeting. He is a compressed ball, the
fiurry of intensity, his gestures launched and centrifugally retrieved. He is
a man entirely seeking to undo isolation. He told his fellow bishops at
the Vatican Council (and it is evidenced in his amistad with the episcopal hierarchy of his continent) that
he ls a man who longs for dialogue.
A ; 1, · · '
~ : ·~ '. on r.s t ':le arhbishop
of Olinda-Recife six years ago, he
articulated : ''My door and my heart
will be open to everyone; absolutely
everyone." And so it is, to friend and
foe, foreigner and native, to the old
and the erring.
Camara is a man whose words are
rarely subtle. His speech demonstrates
the directness of the Gospel. H'e allows his fears, as well as his hopes,
to appear openly. When a dialogue
becomes the struggle for dialogue ~he
remaiils ever unpretentious. And one
will note the power with which he
calls forth openness, even to that
which tht eatens him. He admits that
his clericalisms are now instinctive.
But beyond this, his is a simplicity,
a daring, a poverty of spirit which
compe·s l'>'r.1 t o always search for the
h 0 a rt ( e :•"\"'..\ ._.,_3.L"-~ r .
coupled with this ls his sense for
the dramatic, a force in keeping with
his carriage and its thirst for motion.
A lack of mass that might limit
others has become for him the method
of far-:fl.ung activity. He has a sense.
for the media and its uses, a sense
tie wishes to put to use in the pro~e sses of developing his continent. For
a man whose house is not new to government raids and riddling by ma~hine-gun fire, Camara enjoys a good
~el ebration and a fl.air. His proposals
ror the closing of the Council would
have made it the event of the century. All this time he deeply enjoys
life, but knows that it is not enough.
:itenewal
It .ls probably not by chance that
the Archbishop, soon ~fter his arriyal
in
·ii ·. r <>v ec~ f."7or.t _,. ~l). e e>i ;-- '"l .
.palactt •to the dilapidated twQ-room

-

-

rectory of the Church of the Frontier. the limits of even liberal churchmen,
N9t surprising for a man who, it ls h is core of reference is undeniably
rumored, advised Pope Paul to do away clerical. He is well aware of this fact
with the portable papal throne and and intends to use it. For today, as
the ostrich feather fans, a prelate Pope John said, "almost nobody hears,
whose customary dress is a plain black much less pays attention to isolated
cassock and a silllple wooden cross. voices." So Camara desires to move
Nor probably was the title of the the Church, the body, and create a
church happenstance, the "Church of tremendous wave whose combined efthe Frontlel'?' To be on the frontier feet will be geometric in the wave
is precisely where Helder Camara
of development.
would have the Church.
. verv much a pnt nf
Caqaarl\ la ~:1jl ~~"'ast.Jp. th~ V.~t.i~~oy.nc;n.. ~~irlt. .cap be
..Jtli~._-~IM.lllhf.l t'9ili
. ._...~ \!ltiri!y()
.,..detie~-.Yf.. dcic~ments on Liturgy,

on the Missions, and ln the Decree
on the Church in the Modern World.
His spirit is also felt in the theme of
co-llegiality that . dominated the Council, and in the themes of development
and peace. To the pastor of Recife,
union with Rorne i> an essential. Irle
accep_1ed the encyclical Humani Vitae
•-i th the surety of an unblind and
thinking loyalty.) At home, one of
his strongest wishes ls to spend the
greater portion of his time with his
priests . and seminarians, to stimulate
in them the renewal. His phraeseology,
while nonetheless direct is sometimes
reminiscent of the papal social encyclicals. His is definitely life in the Church.
Despite this, despite the possible rootin ization that goes with deadening ecBy DEANE MARY MOWREh
clesiasticism, Camara is permeated by
a rich and rudimentary humanism, an
The promises of May-lilac-perfumed, "Fair daffodils, we weep to see you undying love for the Word of God and
bright with buttercups and daisies, haste away so soon."
its newness. These magnetisms draw
Although I do not write in May but him beyond t he compass of mere
melodious with the full chorus of singing birdS-intrude on the mood of an in April ("The sun was warm, but churchly categories into solidarity with
April afternoon. Robert Frost's lines the wind was chill") , Dorothy Day is all men an d the transcendent.
come to mind : "You know how it is now sitting in our living room telling
Before the Council Fr. Houtart had
with an April day. When the sun is the story of the Catholic Worker to a 1 told the sad tale of Catholicism in
out, and the wind ls still. You're one group of high-school students from Latin _America: "In most of the key
month on in the middle of May."
Albany, telling as she has done so poil:\ts of social change, it Is the non..:
May, the month when thrush and often to so many audiences in so many Christian values which have gained
oriole and wren weave garlands of places the story of the founding, mean- the upper hand. Too often," he wrote,
songs for Our Lady, when woods. and ing, and function of the Catholic "as a matter of fact, the Christians
field grow gardens of flowering pray- Worker, w,hich she and Peter Maurin were absent, or were not given any
ers for her, is a month of much im- st arted thirty-seven years ago.
s up P or t by the institutionaltzed
portance to the Catholic Worker. On
It is a story of personallsm, · of perChurch." It was during the Council
May Day, 1933, the first copies of the severance through adversity, of God's that there came again from the Church
Catholic Worker paper were distributed grace operating in a midst of human a restatement of her solidarity with
in Union Square by Dorothy Day and imperfection. It is a story being told the poor. In Brazil, under the leaderPeter Maurin, the editors of the paper in a present-day house of hospitality ship of Helder Camara, the bishops
and the founders of the Catholic on the land, where, by the grace of of the Northeast took up the task of
Worker movement.
God, there is hope and love in the the Council (the New York Times reOn May 15, 1949, Peter Maurin, whose midst of, perhaps in spite of, all man- ported in August, 1966), to be "prefsynthesis of cult, culture, and cultiva- ner of human imperfection.
erentially concerned with those who
Those who are listening this April can't earn bread· for themselves and
tion provided the ideological basis of
the Catholic Worker program, died. On afternoon are members of an Albany their families and are condemned to
this date Catholic Workers not only diocesa n sodality who have chosen to subhuman conditions of life." These
pray . for Peter Maurin's soul and ask come to visit us and help with the bishops pledged themselves to the de-·
him to pray for us but also try to re- hard work of our community. They velopment of· their region, and to a
examine and re-dedicate ourselves to have been working on our road, which total sharing with the poor. At one
that program of houses of hosoitality, is in constant need of repair; they time Camara stated that Church renewal is possible only when there is
clarifica~ion of thought, holy J?OVerty, have been helping with the construccommumties 11 vi n g and sharmg to- tion of the new chicken house· they a rediscovery of Lady Poverty, a thesis
gether on the land, and the nonviolent _ have been h elping with cleanin'g and he said could be demonstrated hisstru~gle for peace and j us t l c e and
window-washing.
· torically. Then as now Camara bebrotherhood-a program of work and
They are teen-agers· but they are lieved that if the Church Is to be the
thought and lov_e which ls the very root not rioting ; they are 'not destroying. Church she must have no l ? ~t;.,o: ,..,."
of radical Chnsti~nity, by means of They are engaged in the practical -task here, even on the Miracle Mile. She
' Which Peter Maurin taught his follow- of helping their fellow human beings, must rather seek to serve, nqt be
ers to seek the Green Revolution. .
of ·giving me a n l n g to God's great served. And she must serve primarily
The wind s Pring s up and su:~gs commandment o! love. We thank the poor, not as some powerful corthrough the trees through not quite them and the priest and Sister Jeanne poration would do, but as an approachbare boughs where young and tender Albert who brought . them here. Deo able and willing ·brother.
Renewal, even of a great church. is
leaves are just beginning to emerge. gratias
For the moment the dream of May is
·
only by the day. It is tied to life or
On another April · afternoon, a group not at all. In the Church rejuvenation
forgotten, for an April chill is in the
Wind. . But the grass is young and sat out on the lawn while Dorothy Day · depends on the daillness · of . poverty,
te.n der-bright.
answered the questions of the Pro7 especially in the Third World. For
Beside the . steps there ls a :tra il ·vincial of _the Spartlsh Society of the Helder Camara 'renewal means re·!lowering .o f .hyacinths and daffodils, _Sacred. Heart. , Sister· Camacho was evangeljzation. ·1:1ts 'iS a search tha,t
t.;tio.se fragi}.e blo~m,s 'tha.t s,e em, , to YQ~ng 11;~<!, dyna?li_c and wa~ eager to · intends to ·reach ·tlle whole Di.an. Bis
<Continued on page 8) '
.
depart almost •s so~ as . they .arrive.
CContimred on page 8)
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A DEGREE OF DIFFERENCE: Memoirs
of Georre Barry Ford.
(Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, $5.95). Reviewed
by HELENE ISWOLSKY.
At a time when such concepts as
renewal, ecumenism, dialogue, have become current, it is good to read the
story of one of the precursors of these
Ideas put into practice. Father George
Barri Ford was not entirely a voice
crying in the desert; he had the support of the best men of h is time. But
h e was on many occasions a lonely
warrior and a long-suffering one. He
would have suffered even more had he
not gained the love of his own parish,
as manifested by the citation conferred
on him by his curates: tne "Degree or
Difference."
The "difference," to my mind, consisted in a charismatic sense or
urg-ency. The pastor of New York City's
Church of Corpus Christi (today retired) demanded incessantly and with
insistence, here and now, tolerance of
other religious faiths, recognition or
man's dignity, freedom and absolute
racial equality. He conceived and applied these principles existentially, as
often as he could, and as radically as
he could, ignoring hostility, reprimands
and interdictions.
It was indeed, a rare spiritual gift-this fightl~g spirit which he showed at
Corpus Christi and still shows today
in his book. According to his memoirs,
he received this gift in his youth, and
even in his early childhood, thanks to
his environment, but, we feel, especially because of the "difference."
George Barry Ford was born in 1885
at. a farm in Ansv!lle, New York, where
English, Irish, German and Jewish people lived as good neighbors overriding
the boundaries of race, religion, nationality. "Perhaps,'' writes Father
Ford, "this warm-hearted brotherliness
which was part of my childhood made
it .impossible for me in later years to
look calmly at racial and sectarian
prejudices."
Later, at school, the boy was deeply
wounded by these prejudices. And
when the family moved to Utica, he
saw Christian children upsetting the
pusbcarts of poor Jewish street vendors
whlle the Christian parents stood by
and laughed. "I think," the author tells
us, "that the anger I felt as a 'boy at
t he sight .has never really been appeased."
It is because of this youthful experience that Father Ford, who was kindness and generosity itself, was in a
sense "an angry m·a n," manifested this
wrath many a time when roused by
injustice, and will go on manifesting
it as long as he has a breath of life.
Young Ford attended public school
in Utica, where cultural events were
rare and wbere, unlike Ansvflle, denominations were strictly set apart and
op.enly antagonistic. In this desert of
inhumanity and intolerance appeared a
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man who shook the young man's soul.
He was neither a scholar nor a theologian-he was General William Booth,
the founder of the Salvation Army. "I
·shall never forget this patriarchal
figure," writes Father Ford. "I realized
as I listened to him that there was a
man to whom the welfare of his fellowmen was of greater importance than
anything· the average person would
choose as his first commitment in
life. From that time on, every individual, whoever he might be, whatever his creed, nationality, the color
ot his skin, his economic positiqn, or
his politics, became precious to me."
The young boy's encounter with the
first committed man he had ever seen

Japan, which made him "cross many
barriers,'' not only geographical but
cultural and spiritual; these encounters
deepened his awareness of the brotherhood of nations, races, religions.
Upon his return, Father Ford took a
course at Union Theological Seminary
in c.o mparative religion, which meant
once more to be "out of bounds," since
an enrollment in a Protestant religious
institution w.as not merely frowned
upon but actually unheard of in
Catholic ecclesiastical circles. He somehow a voided overt criticism and served
successively as curate cit sever a 1
Churches in New York City and its
suburbs. He continued his studies, obtaining a master's degree at Fordham

Tl-IE L4RGER Tl-IE CROWD Tl-Jf
MORE PROBABLE TJ-IAT T~AI
-

WJ-UCH IT PRAl5ES IS FOLLY,
AND Tl-If MORE IMPROBABLE'
Tl-lAT IT IS TRUTH,AND THE
MO~T IMPROBABlEOF ALL

Tl-I AT IT 15 ANYETER~ALTRUlH.

pleased and tried 1n vain to moderate
the revolutionary pastor's zeal. When
the Cardinal clled and was replaced by
Archbishop Spellman, his appointment,
as the author writes sadly, "brought
little change in pollcy." In tact, Father
Ford's worse troubles were stlll to
come. He was severely reprimanded tor
having been a character witness at
the trial of a 1udge of the United
states Circuit Court and tor having
spoken in his bvor. He was relieved
from his chaplaincy of the Newman
Club for some critical remarks made at
a student meeting. He was rebuked f<lr
sending tlower.s to Riverside Church on
the occasion of its jubilee. And he was
forbidden to speak outside his church.
There are many simllar incidents
that are described in A De(Tee of Difference. One of the chapters is,
most appropriately, entitled "Collision
Course." After a stormy encounter with
Archbishop Spellman, Father Ford
offered his resignation, which was not
accepted. He took a leave of absence
"to breathe,'' as he writes, "the
precious air of freedom," and went on
a lecture tour with the president of the
National Conf-erence of Christians and
Jews, tr.avelling from coast to coast
lecturing along with Jewish and
Protestant speakers.
When the speaking tour was over,
he returned to Corpus Christi with the
deep realization that "Home is Where
the Heart Is," as another of his chapters is entitled. He took up his pioneering work where he had left it, taking
part in innumerable activities on behalf of tolerance, freedom, justice,
working with priests and laymen, with
influential men and women as well as
with dedicated parishioners and students. He graciously accepted honorary
degrees, but was delighted with the
citation from hts own "home." Retiring
quietly, Father Ford has retained his
deep· sense of dedication, his dynamism
in defending justice and humanity,
and his love tor all that promises renewal. '!be last ebapter of his book.
1s devoted to what the Church has ye\
to do on behalf of this renewal, still
incomplete, whose forerunner he was
at Corpus Christi.

guided his own thoughts toward a University, and was appointed chaplain
vocation. After studying at the V!ncen- of Columbia University's Newman Club
tian Fathers' Niagara University, where bY' Cardinal Hayes. At that time, malneducation was good but discipline lY due to Father Ford's active coopera"monastic," he entered Dunwoodie tion, re-lations between Catholics, ProSeminary in Yonkers in 1908. "My mo- testants and Jews at Columbia became
tives." his book tells us, "in choosing extremely cordial. An encounter with
my life-work undoubtedly arose from Dr. Harvey Emerson Fosdick, the leada strongly imbedded desire to minister ing Protestant preacher of that time,
to mankind . . . I wanted to strike -a was to become one of the author's most
blow at the intolerance and cruelty" pleasant memories. This first meeting
witnessed in boyhood. The discipline later developed into a lasting friendwas even more rigid than at the Vin- ship.
.
centians, and the faculty offered no
Together they inspected the new
real preparation ror future pariah Riverside Church, which was being
duties. It was a closed society, which built by an architect 1nsptred by the
the author defines as follows: "our in- great Gothic art or Chartres cathedral.
structors were mandarins; we were Soon another building was to be
peasants." Ford's later criticism of re- erected nearby. This was the new
ligious education in general, and of Corpus Christi Church, (built on the
seminaries in particular, dates from his site of the old, decrepit one') , planned
personal, never-forgotten experience.
by Father Ford as an important CathoBut the "Peasant" did not succumb lic center ot worship and cultural de .. THE LIVES OF CHILDREN by Georre
Dennison (Random House, $6.95).
· to the stifling atmosphere. During one velopment. The building was modelled
Reviewed by J OSEPH GERACI
ot his vacations he went to a meeting after early American Protestant church
I think of boo~ as beaters of parin Utica sponsored by the Y.W.C.A. archite·c ture. The ecumenical movewhich Catholics were forbidden to at- ment had reached Morningside Heights, ticular messages, interpreted by each
in his own way. Some say little, a
tend. Nor Q.id the Y's in those days like a slow, but rising tide.
show any sympathy for Catholics. At . Father Ford had been appainted few words, most of them a 1 re ad y
the Utica .meeting, the young semi- pastor of Corpus Christi in 1935 and known, more reminders than bearers
narian heard Rabbi Stephen Wise, who directed this parish up to his retire- of insights. They make a small Imspnke of the corruption which poisoned ment in 1958. Many of us will always pression and pass as visitors who have
political life. Once more, the awareness remember the tall figure, the energetic, only minutes to give and even these
of social responsibility was stirred In finely chiselled features, the now hesitantly. But there are those books
Ford's heart and mind. Years later, angry, now · pleading voice resounding one comes upon at the right moment,
as .a priest, he became a great friend from the pulpit, the unique, pioneering that say volumes more than their few
of ;Rabbi Wise, and they fought to- spirit which filled the church, with pages contain. They make an entry
gether for the same cause.
light, radiating hope and enthusiasm. into one's life at a point most calThe new Corpus Christi complex had culated to affect.
After his ordination, George Barry
Their authors have put into them.
Ford was assigned a parish in Monti- been designed, as the book tells us,
full
perceptions, blood and breath, and
cello; he liked his work and, as he "to combine spiritual, educational,
says, "crossed the denominational bar- social, intellectual and recreational we are strongly moved by the delightriers," establishing friendly relations ·activities" for all the members of the ful play of human 1 t y and vitality
with the rector of the "Episcopal church parish, including the tour thousand U1)on the page. I think o! this kind
book as a gift, as a great good fornearby. This was the beginning of the students of Columbia. This idea of a of
tune and when I have put it down, a
dialogue with non-Catholics of all de- complex, rat)ler than a "walled in" little sadly, to pursue the mundane I
nominations which was to continue parochial center was .an ava nt-garde am of ten, th o u g h alas not always
conception, which is, as we recently
throughout many years.
seized with gratefulness that it has
After Monticello, Father Ford was read in the French press, now being' come to me across the great gulf of
studied
and
partly
realized
by
the
curate at St. 'Aloysius Church in
lncommunicabillty separating us.
Harlem, where in those days there were architects of the Paris archd,iocese. We
Such books are always private vibut a few Negro families and where believe that s!mllar projects ; are now sions~ private responses meet them.
being
envisaged
by
church
architects
the White clergy, both catholic and
Nearly every. page is a catalyst for anProtestant observed, and we quote, a in New York City.
other idea. To talk about such books
Father Ford's initial plan was fully before the years of assimilation and
"loyalty to the God of a Jim Crow
Church ... one of the most widespread realized, in spite of many diffi.culties, rereading have occurred is but to share
of modern bfasphemies and a glaring :financial, administrative, and other- first impressions, somewhat scattered
denial of the gospel of love and equali- wise. Long before the liturgical reform and disorganized as first impressions
and renewal was approved and even are, or personal impressions strongly
ty of persons."
During World War One, Father Ford considered, the parishioners of Corpus felt within one's own private moment.
served as army chaplain. He was not Christi attended Sunday Mass in EngTwo recent books have been this
sent overseas, but when the dread flu lish, participated in dialogue and in an latter kind of book for me. The first,
epidemic struck American soldier.s at Offertory Procession.
Erik Erikson's Gandhi's T::-uth was ver;y
home, 1le saw human suffering and
These innovations, which were to be well reviewed in these pages by Eileen
death at close. range. Throughout his approved and promoted by Vatican Egan (December 1969) .
years of service he was drawn once Two, in those far away days caused
I can only add my own "read It,"
more into dialogue with Protestant and considerable concern to the New York hoping it will be as revelatoTy to you ..
Jewish chaplains. Though offered a City Chancery. Moreover, Corpus The second book is George Dennison's
permanent position if he remained Christi started- a parochial school in The Lives of Children, th sto-y of lii.c;
with t he Army, he returned to civilian whic)1 traditional routine had been First Street School on the low-er East
life immediately after the. war was abolished and replaced by an entirely Side of Manhattan.
over. He was granted a long vacation new curriculum and a new : efficient
Written in alternating chapters of
and yisit~d the Near East. ~d.ia anP,_ faculty. qar~al H~yes .. w~ not
. (Continued on page 5)
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child; and that we did what we
diary and discussion the book chroY}lcould (not enough, by far) to recles one year of the life of Mr. Dennistore something of the continuum
son's school. There were twenty-three
of experience within which every
ch 11 d re n, Negro, Puerto Rican and
Thomas Merton House
child must achieve his growth. It
.White, all but one from lower-middle110¥2 -112 N. Warren St.
is
not
remarkable
that
under
these
class families, almost all of whom had
Saginaw, Mich. 48607
circumstances the children c a m e
learning problems and some who had
Just a month after my wife and I
to life. They had been terribly
more severe emotional problems.
and some good friends opened a storebored, after all, by the experience
Most of the children were from the
front House of Hospitality here in
ot failure. For books are interestimmediate neighborhood. The staff
Saginaw, Michigan, Karl Meyer wrote
ing, numbers are, and painting,
was small, five or six, and the ideal
his piece on universal sanctuary for
and facts about the world.
was to establish strong interpersonal
the Catholic Worker (March-April,
There
are,
however,
two
reasons
why
relations between the children and the
196-9). It was a haunting and lucid
this book, though interesting to read, statement in defense of just the sort
staff.
may be difficult to assimilate. First, of people we would be coming to know,
We conceived of ourselves as an
the book on every page gives the im- in defense of their fundamental worth
environment for growth, and acpression that the center is always be- as· human beings and children of God.
cepted the relationships between
ing aimed at and sometimes hit,
the children and ourselves as beIn the early autumn of last year,
namely, a communication of the ex- some few of us met and debated with
ing the very heart of the school.
perience
of
these
children's
lives.
We might cease thinking of school
Diane OUghton. Diane was the young
This a-linear movement of"'the writ- revolutionary whose single :finger was
as a place, and learn to believe
ing gives the book an incredibly rich left to identify her in the wreckage of
that it is basically relationships:
between r",ildrim and adults, adults
and complex content, too rich to . ab- a Weatherman "bomb factory" in New
sorb at one reading. Second the book York
and adults, children and other
City. In a. sense our discussion
relentlessly delves into the cultural many months earlier had been a clarlchildren.
Strongly influenced by A. S. Neill imagination of the children and makes flcation of thought. Also, it had been
and Tolstoy, Dennison attempted to us see this mental underworld as also a sorting out of the emotions of young
substitute organic structuring for ours.
people who see a fundamental change
It is painful to see it, doubly painful
rules. Thus, a class would often be
as the order of the day. Diane had
private and spontaneous, occurring at because we are seeing it throqgh a been recruiting for the "Days of Rage"
that
is,
who
ls
child's
eyes,
a
child,
odd hours of the day. "To give freeaction in Chicago. She brought with
dom means to stand out of the way of suffering from it. Take, for example, her underground films from the Newsthe formative powers possessed by a seminar Dennison held with the boys. reel outfit, a radical film making operaothers," he writes, and it may rightly
I had wanted to talk to them about
tion. She spoke of the deep sense of
be concluded that his view of authorpolice and courts and j alls, and to
personal liberation that came to her
ity is what he terms "natural" rather
make clear somehow that law was
with revolutionary violence.
than "~ow civl'."
not simply an array of force, and
Tony the Hat ought by rights to be
He hesitated at all times to interfer
the cop on the comer, and a vast
healthy enough to understand Meyer's
with a child's behaviour and very
saying of "thou shalt not," but also,
theme of sanctuary. And if this, also
often stood back to allow it to run its
or should be, the protection of perLuther's motto "Pecca fortiter, sed
course, though he was always watchful
sons, including themselves, and of
fortius flde"-sin boldly but believe
and concerned. On the other hand he
rights, including their own.
more boldly still. This last qualifies as
did on several occasions more directly Dennison then tries to explain to the the standard spirtuality of our end-ofinterfere and it is instructive to note boys the meaning of "eourt" and "jail" the-line neighborhood. None the less,
the times he did and the circum- and :finally the link between these two, Tony's long battles with alcohol have
stances.
the police. But when he gets to this
him too wet for Franciscan or
Here is one description of his han- point an incredible thing happens. At left
theology. But Tony and Mardling of a problem boy whose violence the word "police" the children, who Lutheran
cos,
who
came
today, and Al, who died
was threateningly murderous and who, bad been sprawled, somewhat indif- a few days after
the washcontrary to Dennison's warning, per- ferently, in the chairs suddenly jumped rooms, and Gwen, painting·
finally had to
sisted in bringing a knife to school up and began shouting excitedly. "They go back to the statewho
accepted
and using it to threaten another boy. ran around the room, leaping and ges- our sanctuary while hospital,
offering us their
The boy has Just threatened someone ticulating and
All kinds of own in return. That is to say, that it is
wtth his knife and here ls how Den- noises ln imitation of mechanical only within the sanctuary of their poor
nison handles him:
sounds. They were acting out fantasies spirits that there has been a kind of
I g_iuped him firmly by both
of escape." And he goes on to say, re- a.1Jirmation for .us rich ones.
shoulders and began to shake him,
markably, "These escapes, however,
Isn't the moral of the story that the
not a brief shaking, but a long,
were not from the police, but from an works of mercy of us Catholic Workers
long, long shaking that made even
explosion, some vague catastrophe of are safer, more humble, and s.t once
his arms go floppy. His face
war which, however vague it may have
/
changed moment by moment, as if
been in ther minds, was nevertheless
masks were falling away. The
quite obviously 'the bomb'" The chilscowling thug-face vanished, redren had made an associational fanvealing the face of a boy almost
tasy leap from "police" to "bomb" in
twelve whose head was spinning
one easy motion, for to them the very
and who was simply trying to get
real threat of violent death by nuclear
his bearings. Then that face too,
annihilation was no different from the
vanished and there was the face of
fear they experienced of their - own
a young child who had a plea to
immediate environments. The police
make and wanted to .cry. Baby
had become for them the immediate
tears f o r m e d in his eyes and
symbol of fear invoked by violence.
trickled. down his cheeks on both
This leap from the police to war
sides of his nose. I stopped shaklay close to the surface in them· all,
ing him and sat him in a chair beand was so highly charged that
side me . . . I told him that I
each one possessed an idiosyncratic
would never let anyone attack him
NOTE CARDS
fantasy of escape.
with a knife ... or let him attack
And
the
passage
ends
with
a
descripanyone. He started to say someBY RITA CORBIN
tion of each of the children's method
thing, but I reoeated the whole
of
"getting
away
from
the
scene,"
$1 per doz. alld postage
statement word for word, and he
_whether by hiding in the hills or by
listened to me with a slightly
private jet, fHght to the jungle or a
A11orted dHigns:
bowed head.
Plaltts, Birds, Fisli, Letters
Dennison's concept of discipline ls swift car.
The extreme vulnerability and openJl/i by 61/i with emvelopes
tempered by the necessity to re .!l ct
ness
of the child's imagination to the
directly to more radical forms of bec/o RITA CORBIN
haviour, though he at all times under- facts of contemporary existence, as
lox 33, Tivoli, N.Y. 12583
stands the need of the child to work lllustrated in this passage, must make
things out for himself. What ls of us aware of what an effect our confirst importance to him is 'that disci- temporary society can have on us. Certainty the- adult has the security of loftier than bringing the war home to
pline be a response born of caring.
his own ego growth, his own brand of Amerika? (While a seminarian I heard
Authority must be tied, once and
faith, his learned capacity to cope with a missioner from Chichicastenago
for all, to the p e r s o n s who not
incoming perceptions and struggle with speak. Now I read that Diane had
only do care, but wlll go on caring.
them. But th~ question remains, how worked there with the American
In my opinion, there is no other
much has our fantasy -life already been Friends Service Committee. He seems
hope than this.
Dennison's program ls always to start seized by the same visions these . chil- to have gone back rather than moving
with the chi l d, to "encounter" the dren have shown? In the face of such to New York to work with dynamite.)
child and provide him in return with a threat as the Bomb, in possession of · I suppose that Diane felt .she cut the
a learning environment that does not such dreamlike fears as these chl1dren knot with her own formula: "I would
separate the cl a. s s room experience found themselves coping with, their kill anyone that I thought it was
from his private ltfe, what Dennison lives, the lives of children, take on poijtically necessary to kill." For us?
calls a " continuum of experience." It heroic stature. Seen in this light, the No. We can only accept the invitation
ls the division between outside world statement by Paul Goodman that the to come and die. If there comes with
and school that he is trying to break purpose of education today should be this a deep sense of personal liberasurvival takes on added significance.
down.
tion, I have yet to experience it. The
Though First Street School inevitably sober second thought, then, is not
The really crucial things at First
closed both because of lack of funds about the rightness or wrongness of
Street [SchoolJ were these: that we
and, as the author candidly admits, Diane's life. It still speaks strongly to
eliminated-to the best of our abilbecause he and his wife were simply me in its own right. The sober second
ity_:_the obstacles w h l ch impede
tired of dealing with problem children thought ls about the quality of this
the natural growth. of mind; that
and needed a rest, the feeling at the man's yes-saying.
we based everything on reality of
encounter bet we en teacher and
The' yes-saying side of the proposl(Continued on page 10)
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Merton House

I

tion at Thomas Merton lI<>use is still
very .much this business of bread
labor-the little way, if you choose.
Our one-time workingman's hotel re:quires constant maintenance. A ·sort of
treadmill catches our spastic steps.
There are a number of crucial battles
currently being waged: the kitchen
battle (who shall cook and wash dishes?), the building-code battle (the
restaurant owner on the corner wants
our building), and the marathon sensitivity struggle (just who needs help
here the most, buddy?). Eileen Egan's
bit of research showing this to be the
typical ashram routine is . consoling.
But a more sober second thought Is
that the weight of this is an indictment of our own hesitancy and
lack of discipline.
It's good nonviolence to search for
the truth in an opponent's position. I
cite this by way of red-faced agreement with Mr. Agnew that there is an
effeteness about Americans. Saginaw
is ' certainly as middle America as anywhere. Categories Uke imperialist, militarist, and bourgeois come across to
local folks as awkward concoctions.
Yet even our poor hippies are effete.
Their rebellion comes increasingly incoherent without a return ticket to the
weathered nest. When the story broke
on the identification of Diane's body,
local police noted that she had been
observed leafletting our high schools.
But pretty much without result, for
in the main she had only us with
whom to share her austere, play-forkeeps politics.
We have a good-sized MexlcanAmerican (chicano) community in
Saginaw. Many of them first came as
migrant farm workers. Each summer
many more come from the Rio G11ande
Valley of Texas. For the last two seasons some of us have worked with
them. It's hard to miss the deep contrast marking them off from us anglos. The testament of their lives to
poverty, not chosen but endured, and
now through the union (United Firm
Workers Organizing Committee) to
creative nonviolence and disciplined
social change calls us back to a creative sobriety, surely. Yet we see in
them a real festiveness that grctws out
of a sense of community. But without this sharing of need and sustenance, I find only inflated superficiality
and peevishness.
This summer the government-subsidized sugar-beet operations ewe must
be able to rely on American sugar) are
urging local growers to try complete
mechanization. Translation? No labor
in place of slave labor for the migrants.
We are planning ahead for a number Qf
stranded families to stay with us over
the critical period. The pattern of following the crops will be broken down
only bit by bit, and doubtless many
workers will be coming north for jobs
as ab'ays. This year there will be little
hoeing and blocking in the thousands
of .acres of beet and bean· :fields. Paradoxically, the farm workers will give
abundantly to us. But their "saving
grace" can not be much dUferent for
us than Greek gifts. Their kind of
grace, the grace of the Third World,
of qur internal colonies, turns people
upside down and inside out.
Dom Helder Camara brought 1t to
nearby Detroit just a couple of months
ago. After he left, Cardinal Dearden
issued a strong plea for fundamental
non violent change. He spoke warmly
of his sense of solidarity with Father
Dennis Maloney of the D.C. 9.
The biographical sketches in the
popular press hint that the ragged,
hungry children of Guatemala brought
it to Diane Oughton. For the media,
of course, it is no gift. It is just another aberrat.\on. Something to catatogue. Something to defend oneself
against.
So a time of gift glving becomes a
time of revolution in men's hearts. For
us a way has been chosen. Not even to
ride on the donkey with the Lord. We
protect ourselves too much and 'pass
on the Easter gift for fear of opening
it. Simone Weil says it straight out:
"The treasure of suffering and violent death, which Christ chose for himself and which he so often offers to

those he loves, means so little to us l . .
that we throw it to those whom. we
(Continued on page 8)
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Story of a "Grower"
By BISAYE YAMAMOTO .
Ed. note: We are reprinting this
story of the struggle of a group of
agricultural workers in New Jersey
which took place so long ago and was
written by one ' of our associates who
lived with us on the Peter Maurin
Farm for a few years and is now living on the west coast with her husband and children. Many of her relatives are still engaged in agricultural
· labor, both on the east coast and in
California. We reprint it to show the
victory gained at that time, and to
show how much more comprehensive
is the vision now of the Farm Workers' Organizing Committee who in
their strike ·demands are also working
for us all in calling for the elimination of harmful pesticides which pollute, air, earth and water. The Farm
Workers' strike in California against
the table grape growers has gone on
for five years and needs our continued
interest and support. Here are men,
Mexican and Filipino, dedicated to
voluntary poverty, giving their lives
in a non-violent struggle for a "new
earth wherein justice dwells."
June, 1954.
Twenty years ago, In July, 1934, Seabrook Farms in Cumberland County
New Jersey, was the scene of the state's
worst agricultural strike.
It was then an enormous hothouse,
farming and canning enterprise totalling about 4,000 acres, which Mr. Seabrook had accumulated by gobbling up
mortgaged and tax-burdened small
farms in and around Bridgeton, Millville and Vineland. At that time, seasonal workers were main)y Italians recruited from the- nearest big cities
under the padrone system (the padrone
reecived a fiat fee from the grower for
hiring, transpprting, feeding and lodging the worker) and Negroes brought
up from the South.
The trouble started when the Agricultural and Cannery Workers Union,
an a1Jiliate of the Trade Union Unity
League of the Communist party, decided to start its southern New Jersey
organizing with the several hundred
workers at Seabrook Farms, Inc. The
first strike, just at cabbage transplant
time in April, of about 250 organized
workers resulted almost immediately in
union recognition, raises to the basic
pay of 30 cents an hour for men and
25 cents for women, plus time-and-ahalt for overtime. Late in June, however, Mr. Seabrook, who had had to
resort to federal aid as a result of the
1933 "bal1k holiday," announced he
would have to follow federal advice to
lay otr workers and reduce wages until

farm prices Improved. The union, dubious, called a second strike which lasted•
15 turbulent days and included, a t its
height, a free-for-all between pickets
and police with a tear-gas ending.
The whole coun.t ryside was involved.
. The .union, anticipati.\"lg conflict, had
appealed to small farmers through the
affiliated United Farmers- League, organized the jobless in surrounding_
communities into unemployment councils., and sµch , groups as the Interna, ti9nal Labor Defenss had wo,rkei:l for .
sympathy . all)ong swan , P\lSinessmen
and prof~ssional people,_~r. Seabrook,

on his side, through full-page newspaper advertisements, sought support
from other large-scale farmers and big
businessmen, whom he organized into
a vigilante committee.
The union emphasied the "fascist"
character of the opposition; Mr. Seabrook, of course, pointed up the "red
menace" behind the strikers: each side
accused the other of "terrorism." In
the end, with the government mediating, Seabrook workers not only won
back pre-strike conditions for themselves, but, by threat of their example,
were responsible for the bettering of
cannery wages throughout the state.
However, repercussions of the strike
lasted for months. In connection with
strikes at other farms and In other
industries and in the pressure of the
specific and vague pro-unions vs. anticommunist emotions aroused by the
Seabrook disorders, 54 Seabrook workers were arrested (only two were ever
jailed) and public meetings were
banned in Bridgeton : the atmosphere
was perfect for an inf.ant labor group;
the union and interest in it grew. So
much so, that 1934, a state legislative
committee appointed to have a sweeping look into "Communist activities in
By THOMAS MERTON
New Jersey", particularly in relation
to the Seabrook disturbances, not only
There are some monks who are so ditfident about their charism that they
confirmed the left-wing leadership of
the union but brought to light the labor try to make their lives relevant to the rest of the world by systematically
abuses at Seabrook in the form of low emptying them of everything monastic. That ls to say, by repudiating all that
is eschatological, contemplative, otherworldly, everything that has to do with
wages and the use of child labor.
the desert, with asceticism, with hope and with prayer. There is certainly every
In 1965, the , Trade UDion unity reason for an incarnational and worldly Christian witness, especially in the
League was dissolved at Seabrook, to Christian apostolate. But just as in the past there has been a one-sided
be replaced by the Argicultural Work- emphasis on the eschatological, so today we tend to see only tl}e incarnatlonal
ers Union (AFofL), which spread side and to forget the necessary dialectic between eschatology and incarnation.
throughout the state but remained The- reality ·With which the monk lives· is not a deduction of God from the
strongest in Cumberland county. In mystery
of creation, still less a pure divine immanence at work in the tech1936, when other counties reported nological world of man: the monastic life is centered on Christ as Alpha and
field wages of 10 cents to 15 cents an
hour, Cumberland county farmers were Omega, as the final revelation of God the Father, in whom one day the meaning
paying as much at 30 cents. In 1940, of all the rest will be made finally plain-not by man's zeal or ingenuity but
the Amalgamated Meat cutters and by the pure grace of the Spirit. In any case, the monk not only retains the
Butcher Workmen of North Amreica eschatological privilege and duty of smashing idols-worldly, ecclesial, secular
(AFofL) signed
closed shop contract .and even monastic-but he also has the incarnational privilege and duty, of
with Seabrook. Frams, Inc., covering having his feet on God's ground and his hands in the frui tful dirt.
The monk should not be too quick to repudiate his admittedly unprofitable
500 year-around ·a nd several thousand
seasonal workers, with a minimum task as a farmer. (Or perhaps forester-conservationist, fire guard In a National
Park, game warden . . .) There is .both incarnation and eschatology in the
wage of 35 cents an hour.
Seabrook Farms today ls still quite monastic praying community which is daily aware of the presence of the
story, even in· size and stunning !n Kyrios in the word and the breaking of the bread, and celebrates that awareness
its details. Its speciality in late years tor those who are less attuned to it. Is it too romantic still to suppose the
has come to be quick-frozen foods- - monk can bake the bread he will eat at table and consecrate on the altarfruits, vegetables, chicken-which is and bake it well? His work is part of his witness, both to the goodness of
packaged under about 50 US and Cana- God's world and to its transience.
It might be mentioned in passing that the purest kind of monastic" witness
dian brand names, including Birdseye,
as well as for hotel and institutional in this area .of work has been given, in America, not by Catholic monks but by
use. It claims to be the world's largest the Shaker communitie,s, where an extraordinary integrity of eschatplogical
quick-frozen foods producer, and the faith bore fruit in work: of consummate perfection. The craftsmanship of the
legend carried by Seabrook's large fleet Shakers is the m-0st authentic, tangible and impressive fruit of the monastic
of blue trailer trucks and vans is "We and mystical spirit in America. It is also completely American, and remains
Grow Our Own So We Know Its Good." as a model of what the native American spirit can achieve in the monastic
(This is not strictly true; Seabrook has sphere. The Shaker spirit is entirely monastic in its celibacy, its poverty, its
always been a good market for farmers humility, simplicity, faith, pacifism, gentleness and in. its combination of otherin out-lying,, districts) . The frozen foods . worldliness with a profound respect for materials and for their proper use in
packaging and cannery plants are o!- everyday human existence.
fici-ally known as Deerfield Packing
Whether in the city or in the mountains, t he monk works for his "living
Co., while the main, four.;level frozei:i and his work is "worldly,"· not churchly: he is (at least ideally) more directly
foods warehouse, which at the peak of in contact with matter than olmer religious and clerics. His should be the
harvest holds as much as eight million least abstract of vocations. The instinct that pushes modern monastic experitons (normal capacity, four million ments toward salaried e_m ployment in industry is sure ang aut hentic, though
tons) at a- temperature of 16 degrees it raises special problems of its own.
below zero or colder, is registered as
The wholeness that is, or should be, t he hallmark of monastic experience,
Cumberland Warehouse. There are ls able to resolve the apparent contradiction of sacred and secular not in
other storage houses to take care of theorizing but in the proper use of work as a means of livelihood and as a
the overflow, which is sent to Seabrook way of prayer.
warehouses in Maryland and other
Monastic work remains, however, eschatological. It resolves the apparent
states. Other Seabrook projects include
hothouses specializing in roses and contradiction, sacred-secular, in terms of, "the beginning and the end," of
creation fulfilled in eschatology, rather than in striving for unambiguous
Koster nurseries.
·
joy over the world as such.
The power moving the varied and
Passages from "Ecumenism and Monastic Renewal" by Thomas
Intricate machinery in all the plants
Merton in Journal of Ecumenical Studies, Volume 5, No. 2 (Spring,
comes from Seabrook Farm's own gen1968)' pp. 275-276.
,
erator plant; all the waste is taken
care o by Seabrook Farm's own disposal system. And Seabrook has most
of the other accessories of any small
town-a volunteer fire department, a groes still employed at Seabrook Farms at the Farms, the Jamaicans must pay
police station, first aid station, and they are lost in the crowd. Seabrook rent and buy their own food, which
company cafeteriah all located in the was not immune in the thirties to the they go all the way into Bridgeton,
plant area. There is a good sized gen- competition offered by the government about six miles away, to get. A hint
eral store, a community liall with a relief rolls, and the manpower situa- about Mr. Seabrook's attitude toward
Well-visited snack bar, both Protestant tion became even more de!>perate dur- Jamaicans may be had from one of his
(non-denominational) and Buddhist ing World War II. The ' problem was 1934 newspaper appeals, in which he
churches and Sunday schools, a chil- partially solved by flying in plane- asked "Down t~re in . . . Alabama . . .
dren's nursery, a school which is also loads of Jamaicans in summer and when Communist agitators began to
attended by other chi 1 d re n in the flying them home at harvest's end, incite strikes and disorders in the farm
area. In addition, employees are al- keeping on a few the year around to · districts, to preach equal social relalowed, if they wish, free plots of land . supp I em en t the machine-farming. tionships and mingling between the
on which to grow their own veg.e tables. Jamaicans are still being used, at mini- different races and to denounce all
For ·recreation, their comp.a ny teams mum wages (75 cents per hour). The religion,. what happened? ·.. . . Do you
which meet .0 u ts i d tell.ms in . such . company_furnishes shack housing, lo- know that they set International Labor
sports as . bowlfng and ' softball.
cated outside of Se ab rook Village Defense -Lawyers to Alabama to defend
. ii there are . ita!ia~s · and: u .. $. Ne- pi:oper. Out of their wages, ~e lowest .
(Continued on page 9)
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£+CULTIVATION
Gull Coast Poor Launch
Mutual Aid Program

:

By B. L. MITCHELL
Along the bayous and plnewooded South. Early in 1967, a union of fishercoastal plains of Louisiana and other men, already organized and '#under
states on the Gulf of Mexico there 1s union contract, came to Abbevllle. Soon
restless stirring among poor whites as the fish factory workers wanted to
well as blacks. This quickening among organize. Sister Anne Catherine prothose at the lowest economic levels 1s vided the union with a meeting place.
due to the hopes aroused by the civll- Black and white people met at the
rights movement and the promises of convent, and were made welcome by
the "war on poverty."
the youthful Mother Superior.
New organizations among sugar-cane
They won a Labor Board election
field workers, commercial fishermen, and got the first union contract in
food factories, garbage collectors, salt 1967. This was just a step in the movemines and even among domestic ment of the poor people but for the
servants are being formed. Sometimes power structure in the town of Abbethese community organizations take ville, it was the point at which the
the fonn of a child-care center, a co- Louisiana nun l)ecame a threat to
operative, a credit union, a self-help their way of life. In May of last year
housing program, a job-training and Sister Anne Catherine was fired from
placement project, or a trade union.
her post as Head Start director without
To coordinate the work being done notice. Later she was charged with
by various individuals and organiza- violating Office of Economic Opportions along the Gulf Coast, a group tunity guidelines. Under questioning by
of men and women, nine black and a news reporter, the O.E.O. program dieight white, in late 1969 formed the rector admitted that Sister Anne
Southern Mutual Help, Association and Catherine had been discharged beincorporated it in the state of Louisi- cause she was .putting "ideas in the
ana. Included on the board of directors heads of poor people which they would
is a priest, a nun, a social worker, a never have had otherwise."
teacher, a civil-rights lawyer, a student
Her fellow workers set up a picket
and several labor-union people, planta- line about the 0.E.O. offices, In protest.
tion workers, and retired citizens. At A young black clvll-rlghts lawyer,
their first meeting, they adopted a Marion 0. White, filed a suit in local
symbol of clasped black and white courts contesting the discharge. She
hands, across the area froni Houston, then became Involved in encouraging
Texas to Jacksonville, Florida. ·
sugar-cane plantation workers to orOrganizations and individuals in the ganize. She joined a group of college
Southern Mutual Help Association students in making a survey of conhave been responsible · for building ditions on plantations and appeared
over five-hundred homes for poor at a hearing held by the United States
families in rural areas ·of Louisiana Department of Agriculture under the
who never had a decent house in their National Sugar Act, to demand higher
lives. There are five credit unions and wages for the plantation workers.
five child-care centers. There is a Sister Anne Catherine again opened
vegetable production· and marketing the convent grounds to employees of
co-operative. There are community the largest industry in Abbevllle, a
organizations and unions directly rep- rice mill owned by Riviana Foods
resenting more than three-thousand Inc., one of the nation's largest conworkers. Among those mvolved in glomerates. The workers wanted a
SMHA ls H. L. Mitchell,. co-founder of Union. The company Immediately unthe historic Southern Tenant Farmers leashed a re'ign of · terror on its emUnion. of the 1930's, who is now agri- ployees and by the time the National
cultural representative of the Amalga- Labor Relations Board held an election,
mated Meat Cutters A.F L.-C.I.O.
the men and women were so fearful
In the eye of this new "poor folks' that they rejected the union. Now the
hurricane" on the Gulf Coast stands N.L.R.B. is holding a hearing on
a charismatic nun, who- ls the ad- charges that employer representatives
ministrative director of the SMHA. threatened and interfered with the
Sister Anne Catherine,' a native of · legal rights of the workers and is exFrance, ls member of the small order pected to order anot:t;Jer; election held
known as Rural Dominican Mission- in the near future.
aries, which some fifteen years ago
If the readers of the Catholic Workestablished a convent near the colonial er feel that this program and organitown of Abbeville, long a center of zation is worthy of financial help, conFrench-speaking descendants of rebel tributions may be sent directly to P.O.
Cajun culture. These Cajuns are Box 9159-Metarie, Louisiana 70005.
Acadians transported by the British
f rom Nova Scotia to the swamps of
Louisiana nearly three hundred years
ago.
"We must teach the world once
Educated at the University of Gre- again how to see, not with the bloody
noble, Sister Anne Catherine was one vision of oppressors, or through theof the first nuns to enter Tulane Uni- · visors of armies, but with the eyes of
versity School of Social Work, in New men. Men whose proper inheritance ls
Orleans, where she received her mas- life itself; men who refuse any longer
ter':. degree. In 1965, she organized the to be the messengers of death. With
first Head Start Program in the area · those sacred lives the new world will
and succeeded 1n uniting black and be ·built. Those ' lives are tire 11eeds of
white parents on an: Jintegrated basis liberation for mankind!'
·
seldom achieved in such projects in the
DAVID BARRIS
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By PHILLIP VERACRUZ
After spending four and a hal! years job in a struck area. A green carder
with the Delano Grape Strike, it is my is a little bit more complicated for a
opinion that what we asked for on local farm worker to understand, but
September 8th, 1965 (the date of the they knew for sure that a wetback
strike vote) was nothing but peanuts. shouldn't be here since he had no
If the grape growers had exhibited just papers.
a little common sense in making a fair
The growers and the immigration
and responsible decision, they would otficials seemed to be identical twins.
have granted their worker's request: a They were raised together in the same
pay•increase of one lousy dime to make environment, taught the unw,ritten
the wages $1.40 an hour.
rules of conduct, and in short, made to
Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz understand who buttered their bread.
had then set the criteria of $1.40 an When one of them calls white black
hour for wages to be paid to Mexican the other one endorses the statement.
imported laborers (called Braceros). TP,ey have always worked as a team.
The employers would gladly pay this Coordination and understanding are
rate to foreign labor but not to Ameri- more important to them than honesty
can citizens and tax-payers who hap- itself. The truth is told only when It
is convenient. For example, when a
pened to be farmworkers. "'
The growers however, arrogant, in- grower has too ,many wetbacks working
different and somewhat childish re- ln his field, he calls the immigration
jected the few more cents pay Increase authorities and complains that the
for domestic workers and denied their wetbacks are costing him too much
workers tf\e basic right to organize and money. They are packed in his armybargain collectively. Their refusal to barracks type labor camp. They are
recognize the rights of their workers using his light and water, and pay day
triggered the longest and costliest farm Is drawing near. The Immigration offi1ials get a phone call from the grower.
worker's strike in U.S. history.
During the next morning, in the grey
Its deadliest weapon is the interna- light of early dawn, and with one day
tional boycott of table grapes, which is to go before pay day, all the 11legal
currently gaining momentum by the entries are on their way back to Mexico
increasing involvement of millions of at the expense of the Federal Governpeople throughout the world.
ment. Law and order has been obI did not become involved in the served! Their uncollected wages will
grape strike untll it was in its third be an added investment for business
day. I was· then living, as I am now, in expansion next year when more illegals
the small grape growing community of will return to their ranches. The growRichgrove, near Delano. I was then a ers have a great sense of equality-they
member -of AWOC, the Agricultural treat the illegals and the illiterate local
Workers Organizing Committee, AFL- workers the same way. The labor comCIO. I searched all day for the union missioner's otrice is useless to them, behall, but later found out there was none cause they could only use it It they
-no one would 1ent them a space to could read English or trust those who
haV!! their meetings! Then I found out spoke it.
that a meeting would be held In the
Basing their judgment on their past
Filipino Community Hall on Glenwood experiences and with their consciences
Street. I knew most of the people at- blurred by greed and selfishness for
tending the meeting, since I had lived more profits, the growers lost touch
in Delano previously. I listened care- with the realities of the world. They
fully to the speakers. I heard Larry seldom go beyond their ranches beItliong, Ben Gines and Refugio Her- cause their main concern is increasing
nandez. In subsequent meetings I met the use of harmful pesticides lik.e DDT
Pete Manuel and Andy; Imutan. Of to kill bugs, rabbits and birds that
these men the only one I knew was affect the bountiful harvest. They have
Pete Manuel whom I had seen around to stay close at hand to keep an eye
Delano occasionally. Later pn AWOC on their labor problems too. Perhaps
director Al Green and Jim Smith, an this is why they can't read the signs
organizer from the Teamster Union of change taking place in every part
spoke to the strikers. Everything of the globe-the students' revolt, disseemed to be working pretty well to- sensions in the churches, social, ecoward winning the strike.
nomic, and political clashes. One little
Though the Flllpinos generally agreed dime distorted their vision so much in
that a Farm Worker's Union would be 1965 that they committed a serious
beneficial to them, there were dissent- blunder that will e'(entually break their
ing opinions coming from foremen, tight-fisted monopoly of privileges,
contractors and small businessmen in rights and power.
The Filipino decision of the great
town. They would talk to the growers
and distribute anti-union leaflets · on Delano Grape Strike delivere.d the
the one hand, and give some token
donations to the union to keep us alive
ori the other hand. Our feelings were
so mixed up that in a Fillpino Council
meeting the members authorized the
union to use the Filipino Hall and it&
premises for the duration of the 11trike.
Yet a few outspoken critics would have
thrown us out Into the street if they
could have found the backing and the
legal maneuvering to accomplish their
objective. But most of the members
I knew wanted the union.
In principle, Filipinos believe ln a
union. The decision they made in this
grape strike was not the first of i£s
kind. They had been involved in many
strikes before. But how to go about it
was the question. It is still. being debated in the Filipino Community.
After the strike was declared, most
of the Filipinos left the strike area
and worked in other places. Some went
to Lodi and Sanger; others went to
Arvin and Lamont. Most of them com- initial spark to explode the most brllplained that their jobs were being Hant incendiary bomb for social, ecdtaken by labor Imported from Mexico. nomic and political changes in U.S.
Growers who had become rich during rural life. It.s tremors are being felt
the war years continued to pile up more throughout the world and they have
profits thereafter, so that they had mil- been rocking all the Farm Bureau Fedlions of dollars to absorb the expense erations into a nightmare. Before the
of strikes. Besides this they have been strike, growers went to bed happy and
the favored f~w recipients of 3.3 billion contented and woke up with beautiful
dollars in federal subsidy money. They plans for expanding their empire. ·But
then recruited green carders (alien today they retire for the night in a
workers with a green visa card) from state of depression and get up tired
Mexico and 11legal entries (called wet- and worried. It is because it is just
backs) from Texas. They brought them against the law of nature that a few
here to replace domestic 'Workers.
own everything and deny the right of
At" this _point our 18.w,yers advised us a decent livelihood to others. This Is
that it wa_!!_againstthe law for a green- ' what happened in Delano: . -the weak
carder or· a wetback to· take citizen's ··•
(Continued · on ' page · 9) J •
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Helder Camara - Bishop of Development
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on account of the world. "It would be that fills the hungry and sends the
(Continued from Page Sl
model ls the poor and lonely Christ, scandalous and unforgivable if the rich away empty.
It ls somewhat Ironic that this man,
the Man of patient suffering, supreme- Church were to abandon the masses in
with
his reticence towards Marxism,
their
hour
of
greatest
need,"
he
says.
ly attentive to the concerns of the
has
been
labeled by some the "Red
"They
would
think
we
had
no
interest
least of His brothers.
in helping them achieve a degree of Archbishop." Such ls the fate of anyReal Questions
The question of development or re- human and Christian dignity .and to one who attempts to eonscientizer the
newal ls always one of values. It is raise themselves to the category of masses of the Third World. And Camafinally a spiritual matter. Camara people." And this would be a catastro- ra warns tpose who are willing to deknows this instinctively. His task is phe greater than the present u:ider- mand social and liuman advancement,
therefore broader than mere developr development. Then the statement of that they will be slandered likewise.
ment. It is rather a direction toward·, John XXIIl would come to haunt This ls nothing less than a backhanded
to the dedication of his region's
a being faithful to the essentials men Christians: "When men become Chris- tribute
actve
Communists,
for whose work
tians
they
feel
bound
to
work
vigoror action so often become forgetful of.
l<'or Camara, the individual is the ously for the improvement of institu- Camara's respect was never in question.
Development
treasure-the whole individual. Cam- tions in the temporal environment"
The Issue of development permeates
ara came to this realization because (Mater et Maglstra, 179). Helder Camhis ultimate home is with ultimate ara wishes to avoid this judgment, not the life of Recife's bishop. While solirtuestions. He makes his appeal for out of fear and pride for his own en- darity · is his soul, development ls his
· human dignity in men's givenness as deavors, but out of the love he holds program. It is the platform on which ·
sons of God, as persons in a commun- for all men.
the integration of his beliefs ls most
Solidarity
readily seen In concrete terms. A frail
ity. And he is well aware, as is Msgr.
Thls love ls Camara's underlying ge- man, }\e is visibly conscious of the vulIllich, that for the most part technological development has not broad- nius, his source of weighty compassion. nerability of emerging peoples. To him,
ened the humanity of the developed It has led him to voluntarily and read- the struggle for development must be a
nations. It has rather stunted It, often Uy take on the sufferings of the op- deeply Christian event. Indeed, he deturning it to a gross and violent mater- pressed. It ls most evidently the result fines development In those terms: the
rialism. Camara wishes to keep the of his faith In the risen Christ, and the realization of man in his full human
humanity of all men alive. For the dramatic strengthening he dally gains dimension and, by the grace of God,
majority of mankind that means that from that encounter. in faith ls his the realization of his divine dimension.
after the technological battles have solidarity --with the emerging Third
Camara comes from the molten
been won, the humanity of the suffer- World. He believes that Latin America landscape of the Northeast where, he
ers, their suffering now eliminated or
says, "six percent of the land owners
made easier, must be entrusted not to
in this country own ninety-six percent
atrophy but "to preservation and
of the land. The average income in
growth. Camara sees countries already
Brazil is only $240 a year. Three chiltackled with the morbidity of materialdren out of ten do not reach the age
ism as being helped by the poor to reof one year ... Official statistics show
gain their openness. Salvation, it
that forty percent of Brazilians over
seems, is eternally from the poor.
tl.fteen are illiterate, and yet very few
Development is a demographic necchildren attend elementary school."
essity of the times. It must still be
Brazil 1s In a state_of "pre-violence,"
conducted with justice. The word lib- has a special responalblltty toward the the result of serious deprivation, and
·erty, largely unknown to the poor of other developing continents because it Camara llkes to 'repeat that if Joaquin
the world, must be made known, made
h
h
Nabuco, the Brazilian statesman who
real. Such values transcend social and ts t e C rtstian continent of the ~d ended slavery, were alive, lie would
World. "This ts demanded not in chareconomic techniques. ·Man, while a tty alone but in justice ... The imper- have to abolish slavery again (meaning
physical giant, must grow beyond his ative is piµ-tlcularly grave for the Chris- this time the rural and urban poor).
plateau as a spiritual pygmy. Camara tian, not because he is a better man "In Brazil," Camara says, "the Church's
uses the saying of Jesus as his motto than others, but he has greater respon- task is a difficult one because the
for development: "I am come so that siblltty, in fact the greatest responsi- Church must help to make men out or
those whom poverty has reduced to
they may have life, and have It to the blltty, because he has met Christ."
full." This is his strong, clear faith, a
The problem or the world's frqmen- beasts."
The process of progress begins by
force he thinks must deepen with every tatlon, augmented not only by the batadvance of technology. "Our love for tie that betrays East and West, but rousing people from their lethargy. It
mankind ts inspired within by a love more so by the gulf that grows between is too easy to say economic and social
whlch ls greater than the dimensions the poor and the rich, can be solved problems should be solved by the State.
of the world and which provides it with only through the brotherly love of all This ls why Camara wishes to Involve
a radically new element ... The social human beings. Camara says 11 that the individual and the Church In the
revolution which the world needs will happens the rest will follow. When the process. "Development cannot come
not come by an act of parllament, nor capitalist divests himself of his anti- from above, it cannot be imposed," he
by guerilla warfare, nor by war. It ls communist myths, and the socialist of says. All men must apply themselves
a profound and radical transformation his fears of capitalist imperialism, then to the technlcalitles of planning. They
wl).lch presupposes divine grace."
and only then a sense of respect will must act as a community, as whole reChureh and World
evolve so that man can meet man. gions, to overcome their difficulties.
Camara considers himsell in the Then embargoes of Cuba will not only The rich must be encouraged not to
world but certainly not wholly of It. be but seem ridiculous, then the fra- alms giving but to the more necessary
He has repeatedly warned those who ternal thread of solldarlty among men practice of social justice. Unless the
would wish to smear his endeavors as will be clear, and as Martin Buber people themselves. are prepared am!
political that the Christian's only in- says, we wlll do what ls to be done, we want development themselves, no govspiration is ·the word of Him who spoke will be taken in hand by our comrades ernmental program will be sufficient.
Should it begin, It will soon dry up,
to the prophets and the apostles, that and not withhold ourselves.
evaporate. Following the Church's
as far as the Christian ls concerned,
Communism
"the Church has only one spouseThe human condition is generally teachings In Mater et Marlstra, "The
Christ. It ls not wedded to any sys- most apparent in its shadows, its fall- Church In the Modern World," and
tem." He stated this rather officially ings short, lts inconsistencies. Helder "The Progress of the Peoples,'' Camara
and pointedly by joining fourteen other Camera's quest for solidarity is some- sees land reform as the only starting
bishops in "A Message to the People what flawed by his Catholic fear of point of real development In Latin
of the Third World" (cf. Catholic Mind, Communism, an automatic fea·ture that America. Land touches every man; the
January, 1968), a message that declares comes from his situation In a strug- key to success in any revolution stands
the Church not only has a duty to de- gling and threatened region, and which or falls on It.
The challenge of c:tevelopment brings
nounce unjust regimes, but must cut is lnftuenced by the papal messages of
herself free from them and even col- Popes Pius XI and II. Camara's fear added responsibilities to the Christian.
laborate with new systems "more just of (and consequently his aggressive- He must experiment with and for a
and likely to meet the necessity of the ness toward) Communism mars his ear, new, a Christian dimension-of developtimes." Elsewhere he writes: "We are usually so sensitive ln dialogue. When ment. "We must lift ourselves out of
not political revolutionaries. Christians lt comes to the Communists, he often the subhuman situation of misery
are not die-hard extremists, but if seems more keenly interested In re- without falling info the inhumanity of
something is unjust it must be re- moving their ideology totally from the super comfort and super luxury,'' says
mo\'.ed, even It for a long time it con- picture of development (albeit through Camara. His is the warning of Ivan
stltuted part of the traditional social the positive. means of beatfng the Com- Illich that Latin Americans must seek
order."
muntsts to the issues) than in learn- survival in a Thtrd World In which
. To be apart from the world yet com- tng from them. But as the Church human ingenuity can peacefully outwit
mitted to it, this has long been the needs the world, perhaps development machined might.
PracticaJly, development and polltlway of the substantive ma~, the man needs communism, not to oust It, but
cal independence are an illusion withof dark times as Hannah Arendt calls to be continually challenged by it.
him. For such a man the plunge Into
Helder Camara ls not picayuntsh to- out economic Independence. Camara
politics is usually assumed for the pur- ward Communists. He has recently proposes an "economic bollvarlsm" tor
pose of souls rather than ideas. So made strong attempts at a Chrtstian- Latin America to stride against the
Helder Camara tells his people : "There Marxist dialogue. As he says, he wishes International colonialism that stlll
are spectacular miseries whlch give us to liberate the truthful element in the plagues whole continents. He minces
no right to remain indifferent." No Communist error. 1n· this dialogue he no words In denouncing the internaright to remain indifferent because the admits that Christianity has sometimes tional dictatorship of economic power
heart of Christianity ts the binding up been an opiate of passivity, but he in- (the real source of violence), and says
of wounds, walking the mile a second troduces Communists to the possiblltty the whole world is in need of a "structime, giving away refreshment and that one need not deny God. and eter- tural revolution." "Development can
self. So Camara goes about awakening nal life in order to love man and fight only be a plaything if there is no radia people's conscience (conscientizar), for justice on the earth. He also de- cal reform of the international politics
maklng them responsive by developing scribes religion to them in other terms of commerce," h e told a group of young
their political consciousness, by show- than an opiate, as a force that exalts businessmen. This, he says, is a cyclo. ini them salvation is generally in and . - the humble and puts down the mighty, ;pean undertaking to be sure•

He says speciflcally of the U.S. that
it grows fat on the wages of the Third
World's poor. "Today eighty-five percent, tomorrow ninety percent, rot in
misery in order to make possible the
excessive comfort of fifteen percent,
tomorrow ten percent, of the world's
population. Who can now fail t.o understand the need for a struetural
revolution in the developed world? He '
notes that the irratlonalism ot the
U.S.'s rationalism has only succeeded
in creating a one-dimensional, robot
sort of existence. Crumbling from within, the U.S. must look elsewhere for
its renewal. Camara says Christianity
alone possesses the autonomy to make
rich and powerful countries understand
the value of disinterested giving. This
understanding, he believes, could bring
another chance to the U.S., and the
who1.e world nearer to peace. "When
I was very young,' 1 he says, "I thought
Christ was exaggerating when he spoke
of the danger of riches. Now I know
that it ls extraordinarily difficult to
combine wealth and human sensitivity."
.
I
Recife's pastor has this to say ·to
the youth of developed countries: "fn11tead of planning to go to the Third
World to try and arouse violence there,
stay at home in order to help your
rich countries to discover that they too
are in need of a cultural revolution
which .will produce a new hierarchy of
values, a new world vision, a global
strategy of development, the revolution
of mankind." Stay at home and create
publlc concern for the emerging countries, support and understand the Third
World, mobil1ze the media to look into
the vaster areas of human concern,
create at home a Christian social order.
The Third World Itself must awaken
Its masses and take a united action
(Continued on page 10)
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least esteem, knowing that they will
make nothing of it and having no intention or helping them to discover its
value."
There ts no dearth of work in the
meantime. We need to research the
purchase of a new house. Renting
makes sense only as a second choice.
We need to clarify our own Ideas
enough to put out a regular newsletter
of some kind. we have to develop more
of an outreach Into the neighborhood.
A well organized food co-op, with our
contribution of a freezer, would be a
start. Any donations (of freezers or
volunteers) are Invited.
JAMES G . HANINK

Ammon Hennacy
Many . thanks to those friends of
Ammon who have responded so charitably in helping to get Ammon's ,'llooks
out. THE BOOK OF AMMON is . now
available, and the printer tells me that
as soon as a down payment is made,
he will start making the plate~ for the ;
ONE MAN REVOLUTION. He wlll do
this without waiting to be paid I.I\ ·f~ll
for the Autobiography. At th.e, wese~t
time, the ONE MAN REVOLUTION. j.s
camera-ready for the plates. .
,
At present, I am working on the
second draft of Ammon's Biograp{ly. I
have deeded to make this a two-volume
work. In the first volume, I will not be
so interested In the outward eyents or
Ammon's life, . whlctJ. he, hlmseU, ha.s
chronicled pretty well in his own Autobiography. Rather I will be interested
mainly in his "psyche,'' and in particular, just what did happen to him In
Solitary to make him forever after the
fearless "saint" which he was. (I use
the word "saint" in the quallfled sense
In which Ammon used It when he ref erred, for instance, to Vanrettl as a
saint, or when he spoke or the Haymarket martyrs.)
Ihe second volume I am tentatively
leaving to Ammon's_friends. I may attempt some sort of minor pilgrimage to
interview people; 11 anyone sends me
what I , feel is an excellent sketch, I
will publish it "as ls" · in what I am
proposing to make into perhaps an
anthology.
I've had some comment on the $6
<Continued o.n page 12)
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know of the more vital aspects of in front of the main house, and made
Catholic Action in this country.
it beautiful with ftagstones and a trel- Negroes against charges of rape?" If Work at the plant ls Just as seasonal
She too had many questions about lised entrance built by Mike Sullivan, there has since been any broadening as that in the fields. July and August
the Catholic Worker. Since no one in and finally, as barrier against cars, of his views, the Jamaicans are not finds workers on the job for twelve or
~irteen hours a day, seven days a
our group had much command of have bordered the whole lawn area with aware of it.
But tlie wartime operation of the week, with no overtime pay. In winter,
Spanish, she spoke to us in French. rocks, logs, and some young trees transDaniel Dauvin, who is French Canadian planted from the woods. The general Farms got into firm ground when employment is sporadic and usually
about 3,000 West C<>ast Japanese were inv<Uves re-wrapping, under some
and ;speaks French fluently, did most effect, I am told, is quite beautiful.
of thei translating, with some help
To most of us cars are necessary. recruited from the several inland name brand, surplus frozen food that
from Helene Iswolsky.
Here at the farm, we could hardly "relocation centers" for work in the has been packaged in plain wrappers
Sister Brennan, of a Detroit convent exist without one. Indeed we are in plants. They began at wages of 50 and stored. And within the past few
of the Sacred Heart, brought the considerable need of a better car now. cents per hour in 1945, paying $8.75 a years, a great deal of new machinecy
Mother Provincial to us, took part In Yet we should not forget that the in- week for room and board. As their has made manpower obsolete in such
the discussion, and helped with trans- ternal-combustion engine of the com- families joined them, they were. given tasks as wrapping individual boxes and
lation.
mon automobile is the chiet source of free and good government housing. filling cartons.
Mr. Seabrook, who is now in his
Here at the Catholic Worker Farm, pollution in the air. If cars continue When the housing was later sold to
we have a very warm regard for Sister to increase at the present rate, within Seabrook the rent was set at $11 a eighties, lives on a quiet country road
Brennan, who spent a week with us a few decades air in many places will month.
outside Seabrook called Polk Lane.
Today, the number of Japanese His mansion, a new one, sits far back
last sµmmer, cooked some wonderful no longer support life. These views are
meals for us, and in general went held by many experts in the~ field of working at Seabrook is a thousand or from the road amidst elaborately landabout . ~ r y 1 n g to help and to make environmental damage. I do not think less, including a later recruitment of scaped grounds. Althou'g h he has
people happy. We look forward to her we can at!ord to ignore their warn- Peruvian Japanese interned at Crystal officially retired and sent in one of
return this summer.
ings. We should insist that the auto- City, Texas. Many have returned to his sons as replacement, he is still
Discussions of this kind, whether mobile manufacturers devise a new the West Coast or other wise dispersed; the real head of Seabrook Farms and
they take place out on the lawn, facing engine, one which will not pollute the many have jobs outside the Farms the most intluential man in the com·
out toward the beauty of river and air. With some of the billions now--be- while one member of the family works , munity.
mountains or In the living room or ing wasted In Vietnam, the problem at Seabrook to insure housing; a few
What all this calls to mind is feudalthe din}ng room, are not mere idle talk could, I think, be solved. Meanwhile, have their own small business (barber- ism, with Mr. Seabrook as the lord of
but part of that clarificatioh of here at the farm, we prefer that cars ing, shoe repair) within the Village. the castle at.op the hill. He surveys a
Mr. Seabrook, who at. first welcomed
thought, those round-table discussions shall not graze on our grass.
domain, comprising thousof which Peter Maurin spoke so often. ,
We feel differently, however, about the Japanese for their industry and tremendous
ands of acres, thousands of buildings,
Such discussions are in a very real chickens.. We hardly expect them to reliability, is now said to be cool and thousands of workers representing
sense work, work that is done gladly, feed on our front lawn, but we do towards them, ever since they obeyed a goodly section of the races of manwork for the love of God, but work expect them to have a good-sized area union instructions and participated in kind.
nonetheless. .
adjoining their new house for their own a "walk-out" a few years ago. This, be
And often quite exhausting. As a . private park and pasture. Certainly the reportedly felt, was his thanks for
SEABROOK FARMS TODAY
kind of reward, however, I think that chicken house is one of the most ex- rescuing them from the concentration
March 23, 19'10.
the fact that on succeeding days high- citing works in progress on the place. camps.
If you want t.o bring the· story up to
school students from Albany and a Ron, Daniel, Ellie Skohr, John Murray,
As the Japanese diminished, Searather important superior from a and others have put in some hard work brook ;Farms had to cast around for date, here are a few more items:
John M. . Seabrook, the son ol
Spanish religious order come to the on it. Perhaps they have worked too another manpower reservoir from
Charles Franklin Seabrook, headed
Catholic Worker seeking to learn of well, for some of the would-be hermits which to draw. Refused government
our work and our program is evidence around the place are threatening to permission to import Mexican help,
the farms before his father's death,
but the company has since been
of the continuing vitality of the take it over as a hermitage. As for. Mr. Seabrook went abroad a couple of
sold to an outfit calling itself Seecatholic Worker movement.
me, I like fresh-laid eggs, and so vote years ago and arranged for the hiring
On another April afternoon, that for the chickens.
man Bros., Inc., which ls not a
of 1,500 - 2,000 displaced persons conglomerate. But Seeman Bros.
same week, in fact, I was delighted
It ls our hope that our chickens will Estonians, Latvians, and Germans,
to hear during Communion time at the lay enough eggs so that our cost of . most of whom were formerly profeshas recently. acquired Carnation
Mass which Father Jack English was living wm go down a little. But one sional and business people-for factory
Seafoods Co., and reports profitable
saying Jn our chapel the voices of must not count eggs before they are - work. These with their fam1Iies, now
years both this year and last and
Mike and Nettie Cullen praising God laid. Anyway, having grown up on a make up most of the population of
is plannin&' a lar&'er pack this year.
Jn song. After Mass we sat in the din- farm, I am sentimentally disposed to- Seabrook Village and receive preferenBesides the fancy frozen foods that
Jnis· i·oom while Mike and Nettie ate a
(Continued on page 12)
it has been puttln&' out lately, it ls
tial treatment 1n such matters as
much delayed lunch.
always experimenting with new
housing.
There W:'\s talk, and good talk; for
products. The main output is instiThe Jamaicans in the fields were
Mike ls Irish, with an Irish gift of
tutional convenience frozen foods.
joined a couple of harvests ago by
tongue. Mlke and Nettie are the
There are still quite a few .JapPuerto Ricans, probably recruited
founders of the Casa Marla house, the
anese employed from the wartime
from New York City, who receive the
catholic Worker house in Milw.aukee,
<Continued from page 7)
same wages and housing.
recruittnr, and quite a few still r~
and have done-I am told-much good and oppressed of the land combined
The workers are a11 protected by an
maininr from the displaced peramong the poor, as well. as much work and !ought the powerful !or a just American Federation of J,abor union,
sons brought over after the war.
for peace. We do not see them often, share o! the harvest.
Local 56, with headquarters in BridgeThe unions there are now the Amalbut we often hear of their work. On
gamated Food & , Allied Workers
The grape growers were a few pen- ton. Although it is considered a comAscension Thursday, Mlke will come up nies wise but several millions foolish. pany union, the minimum wage level
Union and the International &
for sentencing for his part in the Mil- They keep losing but deny any losses. of $1.11 per hour for women and $1.16
Teamsters. Wages have renerally
waukee 14 operation. Marty Corbin Some of them have not only lost their for men engaged In plant work matchkept up wrth the cost of livinr,
testi!led at Mike's trial a few weeks profits but their ranches too. Perhaps es higher levels for comparable work
though there have been two recent
ago.
in such cities as Newark, Hoboken and
strikes. A contract nerotlatlon
they
are
tired
o!
looking
at
their
boyFather Andy Chrusciel drove Marty
New Brunswick, because decent comstrike in 1968 took three days to
to Milwaukee, and several of our young cotted grapes rotting in their cold
storage
sheds.
Knowledge
can
only
be
people accompanied them. Later, here
at the farm, Marty gave us. a det8.lled acquired through the hard way for
ac,c ount of the trial. Our .prayers are those who wish to live as solitary Individuals rather than as brothers and
with Mlke and his family.
There is another kind of work which sisters with all mankind.
And so our movement progresses
often· takes place on our lawn, and
slowly but surely. Intelligent leadership
whi~h may not seem like work at all
to some. But work it Is, as any mother is a pre-requisite for any movement.
will affirm; and though · done with It must be fair, honest, and democratic
~?".~t . nonetheless exhausting,
I am in principles and practice to enhance
th1ttklng· of the mothers here who its effectiveness. Its decisions must not
regularly take their babies out for reftect the slightest sense of guilt or
vacillation. It must recognize its mismuch-needed sunshine and fresh air.
Sincer three of our five babies are takes and correct them promptly. It
over a year old, they are very active demands a strong character, an underal'ld require close s·•pervision. And standing of people with their myriad
since babies will grow, the other two of problems, and a tenacity o! spirit to
will soon be- just as active. To make fight for justice. A mediocre man canthings somewha! easier for the mothers not make the grade.
I believe we have the . right brother
this ' summer, Ron and his helpers who' usually include Daniel and Wal- with a greater sense of judgment and
ter, and sometimes others-have fenced proportion than anyone of us. He has
settle, and one Jn 1969 took ten
in h' gool:l--sized grassy area down by a strong mind to compensate !or a pany housing is avallable at $22 a
days.
the <Old· mansion as a playground for painful back. He is known to be color- month. It ls not Impertinent to note,
Employee benefits include Blue
the• small children. There are some blind while leading a Farm Workers' however, that rent raises have con- •
Cross & Blue Shield for employees
tree · stumps, a young tree, and there Union consisting of a rainbow of races. sistently kept up with wage increases,
We will always need such an honest, that the company, as landlord, feels
and dependents; life insurance and
will soon be a sandbox.
temporary disability benefits; penThere is ample space, and no danger compassionate and fearless leader. His no responsibility for maintenance, and
sion plan; liberal vacation plan
that the newest company housing,
of running in front of cars. But most name is Cesar Chavez.
at company expense; and also
(The author, Phillip Veracruz Is a rents for no less than $60 a month.
important, the ch i l d r e n- especially
nine paid holidays. Housing is no
when they are together- really seem vice-president of the United Farm Also, last year the company threatened
longer company-Qwned, and rents
Workers Organizing Committee In to remove all furniture, excepting
t.o enjoy it.
-There are other evidences of work- Delano, California. He was born In the stoves and refrigerators, unless it was
run between $65"-95.
real manual work-around our lawn province of !locos Sur, Philippines in purchased by the tenants. Since the
Jamaicans are no longer hked
this spring. During past summers we 1904. He came to the United States as furniture was about ten years old and
for field labor. Puerto Ricans are
have had cars which insist on parking a student in 1926. He graduated from scarc.ely worth the small price asked,
used in the fields, with wage law
on our grass. If they were horses, one Lewis and Clark High School and at- most people preferred to have it re•
minimums observed. No other large
m:ght sympathize. As it is, they crush tended Gonzaga University in Spokane, moved in order t.o buy some of their
groups have been hired since. the
and kill the grass, and deprive people Washington. After being discharged own choice.
'
displaced persons were brought in. ·
of needed space. To keep the cars in from the United States Army in 1943 he
Thus, while there ts no labor unrest
Many of the workers have be~n· ~ ., 1
their places, Ron and Daniel and came to Delano where he has · worked at Seabrook Farms 'today, there reemp!oyed by Seabrook Farms for
over 20' years. ·
·
others have extended the grassy area as a farm laborer ever since.)
mllihs ·scrme concern fo'r ' ·the· future.
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that he might now feel free to return war tax for the Indian wars. John
to his home."
Woolman spoke up against that. He
John Woolman covered his face was told 11 you refused to pay the tax
the government would get it anywa.r by
with his hands and prayed. After a dlstraint of your money or goods.
time he got up and said that he John said that in Virginia Quakers had
had a message for them but did not refused to pay a- church tax to the
desire to deliver It to them unless Episcopal Church and had suffered
there was a unity between them and distraint, so why not continue it now
himself; that he did not want their on war? His wife was a quiet woman
hospitality unless there was this unity. but she was willing to give up her
Meanwhile he would work and sup- cow or whatever the government
port himself at his trade of tailor, wanted. Every householder in the
and lf they had any employment for town was told by the Army that they
him he would appreciate it. He sa~ had to quarter two soldiers in their
down and the air was not quite so homes, and would be paid a certain
tense as before. After a time he got sum for it. Woolman said that they
up again and such was his eloquence could stay in liis home as guests ,but, he
about the sin of slavery and of great didn't want any "blood money" for it.
wealth that Dr. Fothergill got up and They sent him one soldier for two
·
apologized and he was made welcome weeks.
Travels
by the whole congregtion.
In his travels Woolman met a young
Slavery
man who was a Quaker but had never
/
Where did John Woolman get this heard any one speak against war espepower? He did not seem to be born cially. He had spent . time in prj.son
with it, for he kept store and was a for not going to the war. John Wooltailor for some years and acted just man probably had the first Draft
· like other people. What first wakened Counseling Service. This was in his
him up was when an old Quaker orchard when young men . came and
wanted him to make his will, and in asked him what to do. He was very
that will there was to be the disposition clear about it: "No running away, or
of a slave. Being of shy nature and hiring a substitute," the thing to do
slow to act without considering an was to go to the officials and tell them
action John made the will and then that you would not, serve; and then
repented of it, and told the old man stick by it and go to jail in the same,
that he should have gotten someone or better spirit, of the soldier going to
else to make it as it had something to war. Woolman asked tl].ese young
do with slaves. He said, "For the only men: "What is it that you are objectway for a Christian to treat a slave ing to? Do· you just object to yourself
was to free him.'' He looked around being drafted? Or do you object to
and most of the Quakers owned slaves the whole method of war? If it is the
and certain ones owned slave ships. first you cannot honestly claim a reliHe spoke about this in Meeting and gious motive. If it is the second, you
went all over the colonies speaking cannot put another man in the ranks
about it. He would enter a house and in your place."
perceiving that the owner had slaves
The non-Quaker Governor of Pennhe would remonstrate to him about it sylvania had a clever method of harasin the name of the Lord, John Fox
sing the rich Quakers, many of whom
and John Woolman. He would pay for had indentured servants. The rule
the hospitality or sleep in the barn or was that if an indentured servant
on the roadside rather than take the would go to the war he was then a free
hospitality of a slave-owner. One such man, and the rirh Quakers would be
man defended h'.s owning or slaves by out of the work of what was practically
saying that God had put the mark of a slave-worker.
Cain, which was the black skin of the
John Woolman did a positive thing,
Negro. Woolman replied that this did
which was to raise money to pay the
not add up, for every one in the Indians
for the land which the whites
world was supposed to be drowned In
had stolen from them. He also raised
the flood, except Noah and his family. money
to help the families of the young
Sil there could not have been any
men who went to jail instead of going
blacks left.
to war.
At another time in Rhode Island
Janet Whitney, in her book, John
he converted the son of the wealthiest Woolman, American Quaker tells in
slaveowner in the state, and the young detail of his many experiences. At one
m:m freed his slaves. During a Quaker time he was ill and he had a dream
Meeting in Newport a Quaker would in which a voice said, "John Woolman
hear the whistle of his boat of slaves is dead ." From that time he com: > nd leave the Meeting in haste . John menced to get better. He prayed and
Woolman would then speak o~ the in- he thought about it and he came · to
iquity of slavery.
the conclusion that, "The old John
John Woolman was not only against Woolman who did less than he could
Slavery but also against 7% interest. for the freedom of the slaves and the
The rich Philadelphia Quaker who Indians, was dead."
prided himself that he was not a toHe now renewed his trips over the
bacco-growing, cotton-growing slave- colonies speaking against slavery. At
holder of the Soutfi would not be al- one time he journeyed to Western
lowed much comfort, for at any time Pennsylvania where there w1s war
of the year John Woolman was likely with the Indians. He wanted to show
to visit him with the message of the these Indians that there .wer~ some.
Lord pertaining to the camel and the white men, Quakers, who were friendly.
needle's eye.
He soon had a chance to do this, for
During this time there was a · special early one morning as he came out ot ·
his tent an Indian with a toII).ahawk
raised in his direction was a few feet
away. Quickly he went to the Indian
with outstretched hand and made a
friend of him. Woolman was a very
solemn man. He had the idea that if a
white man smiled at an Indian it would
be taken as a sign of conquerjng J;llin
from page 5>

(Continued from page 8)

....

against international colonialism. Ca- America, Helder Camara has asked the
mara wishes Christianity to again lend Northern countries to support the nonviolent philosophy of development by
its support by providing viable social ensuring ·the credibility of democracy
principle for reform, by commending in the emerging nations. Since he
land redistribution, and by supporting knows the Third World is a stream
the social action of non-violent revo- ready to chart a new course, he would
lutionaries. Camara agrees- with Car- preserve the developed nations by
dinal Felton that development is the channeling that torrent into the way
of non-violence. And he is the last one
new name for peace.
Some have suggested that birth con- to deny that he needs all the help he
trol holds the key to developme~t, and can find to do it, yours, and mine and
some make it the sole key. As a man our neighbors'.
Hope
in situ, Helder Camara speaks from
The facts are, according to Msgr.
his. own understanding. He is not so
alarmed as the Paul Ehrlichs, and says Illich, that more people sufter from
those who use birth control as a "pre- hunger, p:::.in, r.!:d · exposure in 1970
cious alibi" should be examined. The than did at the end of World War II,
battle against underdevelopment can not only numerically, but also as a
only be won, he belleves, by profound percentage of the world population.
reforms in international commerce, Is it possible to hope in such times?
agriculture industry, finance and labor. Camara's life says so. His hope is
sterllizatio~ en masse is too simplistic somewhat audacious, even to infer that
an answer which takes no account of a Pentagon could reorganize to direct
the psychological and religious convic- its forces in a global strategy for
tions of the peoples it involves, nor is the world-wide liquidation of misery!
there telling what damage such wide- He thinks man capable of realizing
spread practices would have on the in- the political necessity of peace, and
stitution of the family. Supporting the ;-:.al~~~ ... _:a""..... too, ~ the .~0.&..1.u 's .i0"'~11.
Bishop of Rome, Helder Camara sees And as for the powers of egotism, sin,
the transformation of socio-economic and the diabolical shadow in the world,
structures, rather than birth control, he is still hopeful because, as he says,
as the fitting means to prepare a "I am hoping for a little respite."
Camara's optimism is rooted in his
workable place for human society.
faith and his impeccable sense of huViolence
man dignity and solidarity. "I hope
"Love alone constructs. Hatred and not only in the help of God who will
violence serve to destroy." This is the not abandon to destruction the chief
essence of Helder Camara's non-vio- work of creation, but also in man's
lent philosoppy. Life has taught him intelligence and good sense." Once
that "if kindness does not resolve again we detect his poverty of spirit,
everything, that which kindness does his wlllingness to try again. His words
not resolve will never be resolved by to his Hock confirm us: "We beg you
violence." Characteristically, when a to remain firm and daring, like a
belligerent army general chastized the Christian lel ven in the world of work,
Bishop for granting sanctuary to a po- trusting in those words of Our Lord:
litical prisoner, Camara responded by 'Look up and raise your heads, bewelcoming the general to similar asy- cause your redemption is drawing
lum should a change in power put him near.'"
Conclusion
in an embarrassing situation. Camara
As he lives it, Dom Helder Camara
sees no permanence in the fruits of
destruction. Violence does not plant is a man of faith for whom the gospels
roots. It cannot change mentalities. are a call to dally conversion. He is
a dynamo of action, yet a man faithOnly love does that.
ful to the essentials. a man conscious
The violence of the world today ls . of the higher things, a man for whom
omnipresent. It is a threefold violence: the riches of Christianity are far from
that which exists in the Third World being tapped or exhausted. His comitself, that in the developed world, munion with the family of men is
and· that between the two, a friction tangible. He wishes to share all the
which largely destructs against the joy and the sorrows, the hopes and
poor. In such times it is no wonder preoccupations, -the works and weariviolence looks redemptive to so many. ness of each. Dialogue is his lived
Helder Camara is never judgmental of reality. As a servant and leader he
those who desperately react to violence does not count on success. "Utopia?
with a violence of their own. "I respect, God does not command success. It
t hose who feel obliged in conscience rarely depends on us. Our job ls witto opt for violence-not the all too ness, effort, striving for dialogue."
easy violence of the armchair guerll- Who is not touched by such humility!}
le .os-but those who have proved their It was in this poverty of _suirit he told
r.incerlty by the sacrifice of their life. the Council Fathers his desire to be
In my opinion, the memory of Camilo "surrounded by priests who are holier,
Torres and of Che Guevara merits as more intellegent, more trained, harder
much respect as that of Martin Lu- workers, more capable, more underther King." He remembers that vio- standing, and more loved than us."
lence and non-violence alike are un- In the•,e lllu::;iv : ~·Imes we r."\n take
der the judgment of the Lord, whose strength that there has been found in
judgment is ultimately the only judg- Christianity a bishop.
ment.
On the other hand, Camara has Ed. Note: He!der Camara's The
made his own choice for non-violence. Church and Co!oniollsm, published by
it ls based on the gospels, particularly Dimension Books (Denville, N.J., 1969) ,
the beatitudes, and is a supreme chal- is now available.
lenge to any man. He puts it this way.
"The choice for Christians seems clear:
we Christians are on the side of non'Violence . . . Non-violence means believing more passionately in the force
of truth, justice, and love than in the
force of wars, murder and hatred."
<Continued
The result of violence is what Camara
disdains. He reminds us that a violent end of the book is hopeful. Dennison
action includes the later reaction of demonstrates the possibilities of a comt hose affllcted by the violence. These . munity school, a school, ·that is, that
f ruits are unpredictable. But when- grows out of the environment and parever violence has erupted, the poison ticipates in it. That children, left to
of its reactions has become somewhat themselves, have a curative effect on
legendary. To avoid this i:>lague is to one another is the starting point of
reap a fuller harvest, even if that takes hope here. The children's method is
longer and is won only by hard labor. play, their manner is "a matter of ob"It is only those who achieve an inner servation, discernment, generosity, inunity within themselves and possess telligence, patience." Children should
a worldwide vision and universal spirit be allowed what George Steiner has
who will be fit instruments to perform called "the anarchy of unobserved selfthe miracle of comblnlng the violence · perpetuating games." In this lies the
of the prophets, the truth of Christ, possibll1ty .for them of finding a way
the revolutionary spirit of the gospel out of childhood fears, and culturally
-but without ,destroying love."
created horror fantasies.
Finally, real~ing the I>QSSipll1ty of · Why is the book · so· significant? .It
police actions l,>y the, U.S. should a se~ · Li not onliY that it exposes· the failure ·
- rioua violent revolution occur in Latin of our educational system, demon-
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strates a viable alternative, and dis- instead of being a real friend , so 'this
cusses this alternative in a living welcoming hand without a ' smile
language, rich, perceptive and in- seemed to work.
telligent. Nor .is it only that the
John Woolman blazed the v{ay . for
book is alive, energetic and loving, h imself and for us in the deep forest
filled with lucid discussions of radical of fear, compromise and greed, and
methods of education from Tolstoy above all, in that desire of wanting to
and Dewey to Neill, and illlportant -be with the winner, which is th~ modnew ways of looking at such concepts ern curse. By the time of his death
as "freedom" and "authority" in educa-· he shamed the Quakers of his country
tion. It is rather that, better than any- for the most part to free their slaves,
thing written today on contemporary and to discontinue their slave trading. ·
education, The Lives of Children per- In this century Rufas Jones sprang
mlts us to understand, through the loose from the Quaker prosperity and
child's mind, the imaginative links be- ·-lethargy and founded ·The American
tween various ·s eemingly disparate ele- Friends Service Committee. He had
inents of our cultural mll1eu and fur- charm like Woolman for he talked the
ther, and most importantiy, the i~a~- Gestapo and Hitler into al~wing, milk
!native-fantasy response this creates.in ' for the·:Gernfan childl'en -in -the Thir~
us.
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ON -elLGRIMACE
(C9Jttinued from page 2)
himself ls opsolete unless he can it would be to conscience tir,St, and
change. That change requires more then tp the pope. During the second
altruism, more kindness, more-no one Vatican Council it was again amrmed:
need , to be ashamed to say it-more
i"In the depths of his conscience
love."
.man detects a law which he does
not impose on himself but which
Love shows itself in gentleness, in
tenderness, · and manifests itself physbolds him to obedience ... For man
lcally in serving and accepting service
has in his heart a law written by
from another. Hans Tunnesen, our NorGod. To obey it is the very di{Dity
wegian seaman cook, uses the word
of man. According to it he will be
gentle as his highest form of praise.
judged ...• Conscience is the most secret core and sanctuary of man.
When ·he says a man is gentle, ne
makes as all realize how good a word
There he
alone with God whose
that is.
voice echoes in his depths. In a
We are, too, a cemmunity of need,
wonderful manner conscience re- .
rather than what sociologists call an
veals that law which is fulfilled by
"intentional community." When people
iove of God and neighbor."
One must follow one's own Consclask us how long people stay with us;
meaning "the poor" (though we are . ence first before all authority, and of
all poor) ., we say, "for life"; one of the course one must inform one's conscl- .
works of mercy is burying the dead, ence. But one must follow one's conand we remember them all as we say science still, even if it is an ill·compline in the country, and vespers informed one. All those young ones
In the city, each night.
and older ones, who are committing
And certainly too, praying tor the themselves to violent revolution as the
living as well as the dead, we are re- only way to overcome evil government.
membering all those who answer our imperialism, industrial capitalism, exappeals, and send us what we need ploitation-in other words evil-are not
to keep our two households going. only followng ~heir conscience but also
"Ask , and you shall receive, seek and following tradition.
All Men Are Brothers, that Chinese
you shall find, knock and it ~ball be
opened to you." We have had these classic which inspired Mao, and the
prayers answered too often for us ~to Buddhist and Hindu classics tell of the
doubt now.
gigantic struggle between good and
I never know, when I am quoting evil with profound faith in the evenscripture, what translation I am using, tual triumph of the good. Even that
whether King James, or Douey, the re- fool for Christ, Don Quixote, setting
vised editions or the new translations. out on his donkey with lance in hand,
It would take more time than I have was trying to overcome evil, to right
to check on this. So please excuse.
wrongs. rt is all another concept of
To answer simply the question, the Incarnation, an acting out In flesh
"What do you mean by anarchist- and blood, and in the shedding ·ot
pacifist?" First, I would say that the blood, man's hope against despair, the
two words should go together, especial- belief that physical activity, violence,
ly at this time when more and more the pitting of all one's life forces, is the
people, even priests, are turning to only path that is open to us today.
.violence, and are finding their heros This is the way young people are
in Camillo Torres among the priests, reasoning. To do otherwise is to betray
and Che Guevara1 among laymen. The one's brothers, they believe, to leave
attraction is strong, because both men them to slow and agonizing death 1n
literally laid down their lives for their war or by cold, hunger and disease.
brothers. "Greater love hath no man
So we cannot Judre the young. But
than this."
"Let me say, at the risk of seeming we are challenged to answer.
Jesus said, after he had washed the
ridiculous, that the true revolutionary
js guided by great feelings ot love." feet of his disciples, "What I have
Che Guevara wrote this, and he is done, you shall do also."
quoted by . Chicano youth in El Grito
No one coming into e-0ntact with this
Del Norte.
Man fails to be affected by Him. In a
One must write about these things recent Commonweal, John Deedy quotnow when in these last ween three ed from the Communist Roger Garyoung people were blown to bits in a audy's article about Christianity in the
house on Eleventh Street, just off of Franciscan review Evangife Aujourd'
Fifth Avenue, reportedly in an attempt heir:
to make bombs to blow up banks, de"About the time of the reign of Tipartment stores, the offices of giant berlus, no one knew exactly where or
corporations, all those impregnable when, a person whose name· was unhomes of high finance in this affluent known made a break-through in man's
society. One can only use cliches to horizon. He was neither philosopher
express these things, it seems. , That is nor tribune, but one who lived in such
one reason perhaps for the use of those a way that his life signified that every
four-letter words which shock by their one of us can, at every moment, begin
contempt and hatred almost for life a new future.
.
"In order to proclaim the good news
itself, for the ecstatic act which is part
of the beginning of new lite on earth. to the very end, it was necessar.y that
Anarchism and nihillsm are two he announce that every limitation,
words familiar- to the young and now even_ the supreme limitation, death ·itattraetiv'e to them. They do not believe self, had been conquered. Thus his
in l:iuildmg a new society within the resurrection.
shell of the old. They believe that the
"Various scholars are able to chalold mus't be destroyed first. That is lenge every fact of this existence, but
nihilism. 'In a way it is the denial ot that changes nothing in regard to the
the ''iiEfr'e'. and now." Per,haps St. Paul certainty which changes life. - A fire
defin d' The- Catholic Worker's idea of had been lighted.
anarcliism, the positive word, by saying
"This fire was first of all a rising Of
of the- followers of Jesus, "For such the poor, without which, from Nero to
there ls no law." For those who... have Diocletian, the 'Establishment' would
given up all ideas of domination and not have persecuted to the extent it
power and the manipulation of others, did. With this man, love was to be
are "not under the law." (Galatians 5). militant, subve:\sive; if it weren't he
For those ~ho live in Christ Jesus, for would not have been crucified .... His
"those who have put on Christ," tor death was like the birth of a new man.
those who bav£ washed the feet of
"I look on that cross, and I think of
others, there is no law. They have the all those who have expanded man's
liberty of the children of God.
horizon-John of the Cross, who teachBut, my God, what a long and pain- es us by dint of having nothing; Karl
ful process this is, and yet how power- Marx, who has shown us how we can
full 'now long enduring!
change the world; Van Gogh-these
"It there is no law," I have been and others who have made us realize
asked many times, "then why are you that man ls too great to be sufficient
a member of the Roman Catholic unto himself.
church; the authoritarian church?"
"You the receivers of the great hope
I can only quote Newman in answer that Constantine stole from us, you
tQ this, and, strangely enough, in a men of the church; restore him
most peculiar context? I believe it was [Christ] to us. His life and his death
during a time of war for )'£ngland and are for us also, who -have learned from
he was asked at a banquet whether him that man bas been created a crehe wpulcJ go against his country If the ator.
,.. ,
Pope called a war unjust. He answered
"The power to create, the divine at-.
that it he were asked to drink a toast tribute of man, ls there-it is, mJ

is

A CRY TO -. -R.ESIST
(Continued from page 1)
up with hatred in their hearts. Our stitutions tO' exist, ls to share in the
brothers, all over the world, even immorality of their actions.
I have been asked to cooperate with
kill each other because other things
have become more important than the an American institution that allows
brotherhood we share.
America to carry on its immoral activiWhat is most deeply distressing ls ties. I cooperate by carrying a draft
that our country kills. We are only 6% card. I have been asked · to say yes.-to
of the world's population, and con- the laws that allow that institution to
sume · 60% of ,the· world's goods. We oppress and kill our brothers. Not to
aI"e not killing to obtain the necessi- support it or its laws is to challenge
ties _of life, but to protect the surplus its ex.1$tence. I am morally bound to
of goods that we have. We expend create a new society by challenging
enormous sums of money to · provide its existence. Here is my draft card.
armaments to protect this surplus. I hope that you will ponder these
While we do this, many· of our broth- thoughts. .
ers throughout the world writhe in
Recently, I came to ·the Catholic
agony and die of starvation. Others,
seeing their brothers die, turn in ha- Worker, after having spent over six
tred towards us. We cannot turn our months working with and learning
-heads from the fact that, for our own much from the War Resisters League
comfort, we are oppressing and killing in San Francisco. When I came; I sent
many of our brothers throughout the the following letter to my d_raft board:
Dear Local Board Members,
world.
Over seven months ago I sent you a
If we d.o believe in the brotherhood
of man, then we must ask the ques- letter explaining to you why I was
tion, "How does such a situation con- returning my draft card. I again retinue?" First ot all, it continues be- affirm what I stated in that letter.
cause men refuse to admit that it ls Also, I wish to return to you my classi- .
wrong to kill any man. Instead' ot ex- fication card which I did not return at
the time. (I forgot.) I want to make it
clear that I am not running from the
consequences of my action. I wish to let
you know where I am so that if you desire to take action against me you may.

amining the morality ot their own acts,
. they focus their attention on the morality of the acts of other peoples or
nations. Or, if they see the immorality ot the acts of their own people,
they condemn them in words only and
cooperate with the institutions that
carry out these acts. To cooperate with
any ot the laws that allows these in-

Over these nine months, I have only
begun to realize the implications of the
act I have taken. Not only ls there lack
ot brotherhood 1n the world, but also in
myself. To make my protest real, I must
begin to live the love that inspires it
with everyone I meet. Both the hospitality house and the farm offer the opportunity for making this commitment
a reality in both the personal and social
context. I am very glad to be with the

c. w.

Note: my friend Randy ls now serving
two years at Lompoc tor having been
found guilty of violation of the Selective Service Law by not notifying hia
draft board ot change of address.

Struggle At Iejima Island
(Continued from Page 3)
America see that takmg our lands trom
The military has erected barbed wire us for military and imperialistic puraround their land and the farmers have poses ls just as bad?"
What struck me about the Iejima
suffered from harassment and "accidental" bombings. But they have re- people was that they, most of them,
seemed to be old or still children. Most
fused to give ·up their land.
of the people in their twenties and
So far they have succeeded lnhaving thirties leave, because they see no
one missile base dismantled and re- future here. So young students like
moved from the island. They have also the six from the Osaka (Japan) branch
won many friends among the. younger of the War Resisters League are welAmerican enllsted men. Shoko. says comed like sons when they · come in
that many G.I.'s write to him after the summer to work with the farmers
they leave and some even choose to in the fields and support their struggle.
spend R & R (Rest and Recuperation)
When asked if the farmers would
on Iejima Island visiting the farmers
rather than fa the niore exotic spots ever lose hope, Nozato said: "The quesin Korea, Japan, the Phillppines ' or . tion is not victory or defeat; the question is struggle until victory."
Ha wall.
"The Japanese imperialists took
ED. NOTE: Wayne Hayashi 18
Korea, Manchuria, Southeast Asia, and
active in the Resistance in BawalL
the Pacific Islands, and they were
Be and his wife Lori visited Iejima
stopped," a farmer said to me. "Can't
Island in August of 1969.
friends. It ls present every time something new is born to augment the buman form: in the most passionate love,
in scientific discovery, in poetry, even
in revolution."
During the civil war in Spain the
story is that the workers draped a statue of the Sacred Heart in a public
square with the printed inscription on
the Red Flag: Be is ours. You cannot
take him from us.
The justification for a Chrl.st who
urges militant action is the story In the
New Testament of how he drove the,
money changers out of the temple. Over
and over again, when I am speaking in
colleges and universities, this incident
is brought up. There are also many
· strong denunciations of the oppressor,
the hypacrites, the whited sepulchers
the lawyers, of.all those who put heavy
burdens on men's shoulders and do
nothing to share them or lighten them.
I can only answer 1n these other
words of His: "Let him who is without
sin among you, cast the first stone."
The most effective action we can take
is to. try to conform our lives , to the
folly of the Cross, as St. Paul called it. .
,
Take and Read
1
Mike Cullen and his wife Nettle .c ame

by this week and wanted to know what
he should read while he is spending the
next few years in jail. There is first of
all the New Testament, but one has to
do a good deal of praying for lig_h t while
reading it. In a way we have heard it
too often. One has to dig for the treasure. One has to give up many things to
buy the field in which the 'treasure is
buried. There is Father P.R. Regamey's
Nonviolence and Christian Conscience
(Herder and Herder) and Christianity
Versus Violence by Stanley Windass
(Sheed and Ward, London). And nothing has explained the Old Testament to
me like Father John MacKenzie's TwoEdged Sword (Bruce). Unfortunately
prisons demand that books be sent new
from the publishers and these books
may be out of print, so we cannot sehd
them from our library. But as far as I
am concerned, the Holy Spirit is· always
putting into mY hands the things I
particularly need at the moment, food
for the mind and food for the soul.
"Come Holy Spirit and fill the hearts
of thy faithful and kindle in them the
fires ol thy love. Send forth thy spirit
and they shall -be created <new ·me_n>
and Thou shltlt renew tile· face hf the~
earth."
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A Fllrm .-with a View .
(Continued from page 9)
wards livestock on a farm . I don't mean Our Lady. The birthday of the Catholic
cats. We have so mailF that they are Worker. The month when we rememabout to take over our house. But ber most particularly Peter Maurin.
what better alarm clock t han a rooster Pray for us, Peter Maurin, that in this
crowing in the early morning?
time of violent revolution, we shall
Speaking of the high cost of living, continue to strive, non-violently, with
we hope to begin eating out of our Goci's grace and love, for the only true
garden before too many we ~ks have revolution, the Green Revolution.
passed. At least there is a great deal
of gardening activity going on. John
Filligar has already ploughed and
disked the large garden area in the
upper field. Ellie Skohr and Johnny
By CLARICE DANIELSON
Hughes enjoyed the privilege of helping drive the tractor. There are also
The dampness of the ship's hold was
a number of smaller garden plots be- reaching through my coat, as we
ing prepared. Down by the old man- stood and listened to A. B:- N. Nathan
. sion, the garden plot, with the dwarf
fruit trees Peter Lumsden set out, the talk about the Peace Ship. For an
raspberry canes Carmen Mathews Arab or Jew living in the Mid-East togave us, and the asparagua and rhu- day, it is a choice between murder or
barb beds John FilHgar started two suicide. The Peace Ship bears witness
years ago, has been exten ded and is to reconciliation, tor two sides locked
being planted by Elizabeth Gessner, into reliance on force as the only soluLora Waes, Miriam Jarski and any tion cannot find a w.ay out.
"The Peace Ship ls a floating radio
other "young mother" or would-be gardener who wants to participate. So station broadcasting the Mediterfar, a riumber of vegetables and herbs ranean, in Hebrew, Arabic, French, and
h ave been planted. Best of all, the English, calling· for magnanimity from
asparagus and rhubarb are coming the Israelis and compromise from the
_ through fine . The · theory behind this A11abs. We would criticize both sides.
garden is that the mothers. can work We would show understanding of the
in it and still keep an eye on their way a man feels in an occupied area.
children. Down by Peter Maurin house You have to admit the faults of both
Father Andy has been working making sides. You cannot justify everything
another plot ready. Andy has also done just because your side did it. That ls
some work in the woods clearing away the trouble, people are always trying
brush from the wild raspberries so that to justify what has b~en done by their
we can get to them to pick them later side. They repeat the wrongs done by
in the summer. Near the Jarsky apart- the other side. That way there can be
ment end of the old mansion, Walter no progress. But Arab and Israeli
Jarsky and Joe Geraci have started a share a common geography. Our music,
small ornamental garden with trans- food, and customs are similar. We can
planted evergreen trees and myrtle. · look beyond the hate, and the hurt,
Underneath her window in the main and inform and r e m 1 n d both of
house Dorothy Day planted radishes cooperation and common interests.
the other day. As for me, I have not Peace Ship broadcasts would stress the
yet planted, but some of the peren- common cultural heritage, and comnials in my garden spot are up. The ment on present news and events in a
lavender came through the winter fine, language of moderation-and play the
and that "grayish stuff," as Pat Rusk best of Mid-East music."
By this time it was more than the
called it, is filling the air with the
same sweetness that made the whole dampness of the hold that was reaching me-I felt h°ope. What a practical
garden spot fragrant last summer.
But while we wait on our own gar- way of witnessing! While the Peace
dens, nature's garden Is already pro- Ship addresses itself to the Mid-East,
viding us with food. The young dan- it includes all of us, for by supporting
delion leaves are up, and thanks to · it we show we are something more
Ron and Elizabeth, we have had: several than our own nationality-we are
God's children. This is the action of indelectable salads from them.
Another help in combating the high dividuals, speaking out to many nacost of living here is the fact that tions, saying that we have an alternawe have a number of cooks who really tive to being trapped into World War
try to do their best with whatever is m.
A. B. Nathan has never said that he
available. ·we are now baking most
of our bread, and there is nothing ls not an Israeli, although he grew up
quite as good as home-made bread. in Indlia in the Gandhian time. I can
Our cooks and bakers include: Hans remember growing up in America durTunnesen, Alice Lawrence, Elizabeth ing World War II, and being of GerGessner, Clarice Dan 1e ls o n, Lora man descent, wondering how responsiWaes, Miriam Jarskl, Les, and on ble I was for the death of six million
occasion others. In a community as Jews. Yet I could not say that I was
large as ours, there are many people· not part German without committing
doing many things. Some of the men spiritual suicide, and· !!O looked with
from the road, who come to us for agony for the credit side, to separate
shorter or longer periods, also give myself from the murder racism invaluable help. In addition to the work evitably brings. What joy and liberaof the household, there is also the tion comes with the good news that
work of correspondence and writing in His world ls bigger than the one 1n
which several participate. There is which I was born!
work. Nor ls there any lack of' guitar
Neither can I say now that I am not
and 1 music. - Loud laughter and louder an American, nor ask anyone to deny
hls heritage. Yet for survival in a
arguments also occur.
We continue to have a steady stream nuclear age, I can ask you to join with
of visitors. Since we are so large a us In witnessing for something more.
family-according to the census taker, It ls no longer enough to be American,
we now number fifty-it ls not always or JewtSh, or Arab, or Vietnamese, or
easy to take care of visitors unless we black, or white, or brown. We can all
are informed of their coming. Will all join in the only 3 R's that will get us
who wish to visit, please phone or out of World War m: We are repenting, when we admit that we need to
write to Ron or Elizabeth Gessner?
There have been a few important be more, for we give up some of the
events sip.ce our last issue. On Palm exclusivity that unites people who have
Sunday, young Martin John Corbin was common blood, or share in the same
baptized by Father Andy, with Joe and land. Yet by admitting this, we redeem
Audrey Monroe standing by as god- our brothers and sisters of different
parents, and Marty and Rita and the blood or land, by making it easier for
whole community present as witnesses. them to say the same. Then, we can
On Easter Sunday morning, Sally Cor- be reconciled with one another.
bin .received her first Communion. On
A. B. Nathan, an Israeli, whose first
the first Monday of April, Professor loyalty is to God's service, has put his
Edward Bordeau gave us a talk on personal destiny in His hands. Will you
attitudes toward religion in the work join with him, and let the Peace Ship
· of John Dewey. The talk was very well speak the 3 R's for you too? More than
presented and provoked a lively dis- %% of the $100,000 needed to get the
ship underway has been raised.
cussion.
Now on an April night, I hear from
Send contributions to:
my window the Spting song of the
Treasurer American PAX Assn.
brook. The night is cool, moist. But
The PAX Peace Ship Fund
somewhere, not far away, lilacs are
Cla!ir.e Daniell'On,
dreaming of Maytime blossoming.
BOx 1111, F.D.R. Station
We ~ove toward May. The month of
New York, N.Y. 1002% •
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living and learning that goes on here.
The lower east side can be a hellish
place to live unless you give the b~st of
yourself to each new day. As the children at the block party painted all the
joys their own childhood may lack
materially, so we must try to give with
our hearts all the more since we're surrounded by such poverty. It is the
hardest kind of giving but reaps the
greatest reward. Jacques Travers spoke
to us at a Friday meeting on Simone
Weil, whose identification with the
poor was of the purest and most beautiful kind.
Earl Ovitt, our mechanic and engineering wizard, has done many
things for us. His most recent contribution has been a screen for the basement room so we can open the trapdoor and let the men waiting for John's
soup enjoy a little more air.
Dwight McDonald spoke to us a
while ago about the art of writing and
his former magazine, "Politics," which
remains an apogee in American publishing.
.
· Julia has a bright green dress she
wears for Spring, and the women volunteers have come up with some new
ideas. Our local women's liberation has
appeaTed in the women sharing equal
rotation with the men in taking the
house at night. So far, Connie Parks,
Joan Drilling and Joanie Levy have
shared this task. And Kathleen Desutter has chaired a Friday-night
meeting, a first -in CW history. All together the girls have been doing a
superb job.
Brdther Paul has been making his
home-made apple-sauce for us each
week and it's been a hit with everyone.
Gary Sekerak found it was more difficult to give Scotty a shave and shower than he had imagined. Gary shaved
Scotty but then Scotty decided he had
had enough and walked out out of the
bathroom. Peter Ross had just the opposite problem, as Scotty stopped his
shave in the middle to take his shower. Pat Jordan, visiting his !olks in
California for a month, gets both jobs
done. He will have to tell us his secret
when he returns .
Someone recently asked me If babies
were ever born on the subway. I said
yes, I thought so, sometimes, but later
the question seemed symbolic of the
city. Babies born on subways; bombings, fire-engines throughout the night,
a tarantella of divergent sounds and
sights. From the Bowery to Saks 5th
Ave., from City Hall and Wall St. to the
Cloisters and Central Park, this is a
fascinating city.
The one constant in It 1s hurry.
Something.is .!.lways moving or changing around us so rapidly, so unlike the
slow changing in the earth, that the
mind ls boggled by it all and retreats
to what It knows. For the Bowery men,
drink is their world. In their own way,
these men pray as much as If they
were kneeling. Every drink is a prayer
to help them help themselves. So many
of the men seem anxious to better
their lives but only a few ever do because the city offers them little alternative to find themselves as men. So
they retreat into drink. Perhaps in the
bottle there is some peace and moments !or reflection.
In helping these men only a little
we help ourselves. We here are able to
glorify our life a little bit by !eellng
responsible for our small task. The
work pulls you apart at times but there
is that feeling of successful endeavor
which pulls you through. Dostoyevsky
in The Brothers Karamazov has an old
monk, Father Zossima, near death,
telling the younger monks and novitiates about his youth. He talks early
about a younger brother, Markel, who
died young. The closer he came to
death, ·the happier he felt. Near the
very end, Markel tells his family:
". . . everyone is really responsible to
all men for all men and for everything.
I don't know how to f!Xplain it to you
but I feel it is so." It ls so especially
~~

-

I remember not too far back Eleanor,
a woman on the Bowery, trying to remember with Pat the last stanza of
Robert Frost's "Stopping by Woods on
a Snowy Evening":
The woods are lovely, dark and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep. · ·

from page 2 )
It is the last line I love so much. The
travelling ls rough. Everyone ls tired.
But we go on.
A couple of weeks ago Carmen Mathews was here and read for us from
Peguy, and a beautiful play, "The Terrible Meek" by Charles Rann Kennedy.
It was a small meeting and there were
moments as dr amatic and beautiful as
have ever been experienced here.
Mr. Gibbons and Mrs. Laroque sweep
up for us after dinner so thoroughly
now I doubt there Is a niche either
broom does not touch. Larry Severson
came back to visit us and everyone
was glad to ::jee him. He looked very
well and will be attending school in
Philadelphia.
Millie's always helping us out, be it
washing dishes or helping us to clean
up. She continues her weekly AA meetings for those who wish a new chance
on life. We sadly note her brother's
recent passing. May he rest in peace.
Jimmy's been helping John with
onions for the soup as well as mopping
the floor when the girls have the
house. Perhaps the girls don't have it
so bad after all.
Ed Brown cooked chicken and giblets
for us and we hope he will have a return bow soon. It was scrumptious.
Also, Ed is quite the host along with
Smokey for any visitors to the CW.
Gordon's been interested in the icehockey playoffs and was telling Earl
of past fisticuffs on the ice, though the
fight in progress on the TV screen
seemed quite enough.
Mr. Anderson's been keeping the · 4th
floor spic and span. Not a day passes
the floor isn't mopped, the bathroom
cleaned. The younger folk on the 5th
fioor could learn a bit from that.
This is the year of the Census. Millions of people will be counted, millions
of statistics compiled. The old will be
frightened by the long forms and the
penalties threatened for not filing, the
young infuriated by Its irrelevance.
And what does the Census ask? About
all the non-essentials of living. Nowhere on the form does it ask about
the problems of the poor. And how
many poor and black people will not
be counted? There is a very short story
by Chekhov which answers the only
question worth asking anyone else. It
concerns a cabdriver in St. Petersburg,
Iona, whose only son has recently died
in a hospital. He can find no one to
tell his sorrow to. He tries to tell an
ot!lcer, who only brushes him aside. He
tries to tell 3 rowdy young men, who
hire his cab at an unfair price and who
are too caught up in their own private
lives to listen. Their only consolation
for Iona is, "We all die," which is truebut does not help.
Iona returns home without bitterness
but wonders if any one of the thousands of people in St. Petersburg will
listen to him. Near the stables he attempts to tell a thirsty young man of
his unquenchable thirst, but the other
wlll not listen. At last, he cannot hold
his sorrow in any longer and ls driven
to tell it all to his "little loyal mare."
We nood not only to feed, clothe, and
shelter the poor but to listen to them
-as St. Francis says, to console, understand and love them as we need to be
consoled, understood and loved.
As we go to press we learn that
Polish waiter is dead. He had not been
here for more than two weeks, but his
staying away for short periods was
not uncommon. When we would begin
to get the paper out, he would be
here to help us out. Gentle gentleman
that he was, his presence Is missed.
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price for the BOOK OF AMMON. The
six dollars is meant as a "suggested"
price. If, however, anyone who wishes
the book cannot afford this, then
simply send less. If you cannot afford
anythng at this time, please tell me'
and the book will be sent as a gift. The
same "policy" goes for the ONE MAN
REVOLUTION.
Joan Thomas
Box 2132 Salt Lake City
• Utah 84110

